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THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ON NONLIFTING AIRFOILS AT 
HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS 1 
By JOHN R. SPREITER and ALBERTA ALKS E 
SUMMARY 
Theoretical pre SUl'e distrib1tlions on nonlifting circular-arc 
airfoils in two-dimensional flows with high ub onic free-stream 
velocity al'efound by determining approximate sol~£tions, through 
an iteration p1'oce s, oj an integral equation jor tran onic flow 
proposed by 0 watit ch. The integral equation (ems directly 
jrom the mall-disturbance theory for tran onic flow. This 
m thod of analy i pos esses lhe advantage oj remaining in the 
phy ical, rather than th hodograph, variable and can be appli d 
to airfoils having curved sUljace. After di cussion oj the deriva-
tion of the integral equation and qualitalive a pect oj the olu-
lion,l'e ulls oj ca.lculations carried out for circular-arc airfoil in 
flows with free- tream },lach n1tmber up to unity are described. 
The e re::;uli indicate most oj the principal phenomena ob erved 
in experimental tudies. At subcritical l1lach numbers, the pres-
sure distribution is symmetrical abo'ttl the midchol'd position and 
the drag is zero. The magnitude oj the pre SUl'e coefficient is 
found to increase more rapidly with increa ing },lach number 
Ihan the Prandtl-Glauerl rule would indicale. When lhe critical 
J1ach number is exceeded, com pre sion shocks occur, the Jore-
and-aft symmetry of the pres ure distribution i s lost, and the air-
foil expel'ience a drag force. As the "lolach number is inc/'eas d 
fUl'ther, the shock wave becomes oj gr ater intensily and moves 
rearward almg the chord, thereby producing a rapid increase in 
the magnitude oj Ihe pI' sure drag coefficient. At "lolach num-
bers clo e to unity, the variation oj the pre ure, local Mach 
number, and drag conjorms, within the limitations of transonic 
small perturbation theory, to the known tr nds a socia led willi, 
the Mach number freeze. Some comparisons with exp rimental 
re ults are al 0 included. 
The solutions are obtained u ing an iteration process which 
d~ffers jrom the clas ical method in that the quadratic nature 
oj the integral equation i l'ecognized. Ij the iteration calcula-
tion are started using the linear-theory olution, it is hown that 
the retention oj the quadratic jeature has the intere ling effect of 
jorbidding shock-free SU1Jercritical second-order solutions. I n 
order to obtain olution jor supercritical "lo1ach number , it is 
nece a1'y to tart the iteration calculation with a v locity or 
pre SUl'e di tribution which contains a compre sion hock. When 
thi is done, it is jound that the iteration procedure converge to 
a definite result. 
, Supersedes NACA T . 3096 by John R. Spl'citcr nnd Alberta "\lksn • ~rarch 195-1. 
I TROD CTION 
The theoretical problem o[ Lransonic flow abouL thin 
wings ha heen di cussed by l1umerou authors in recent 
year . inc the basic equaLion arc nonlinear and of mLwd 
t)' pe, Lhe difficulties arc O'reat, and pl'ogres ha been made 
only thl'ougll expenditurc of con iderable cD'ort. At first., 
onl)' lhe ba ic equations and Lhe imilarity rule were estah-
lishccl. (Sec ref . 1 th.rough 12 .) ::-lore recenLly, a mall 
number of actual solulions have been determined. At Lhe 
pre en t time, the mo t complete theorelical I'e ult arc tho e 
of Guderley and Yoshihara, Vincenti and II agol1er, Cole, and 
Trilling (ref. 13 Lhrough 1 ) for lhe flow abouL wedge air-
foils aL boLh ubsonic and super onie peed. The e " ' el' , 
all oblained by lmns[orminO' Lhe eqnalions Lo hodograph 
variables whereby the din' renlial equation become lineal' 
although Lill o[ mLwd Lype. uperposiLion of oluLion is 
then pos ible, but the boundary conditions generally b come 
very complicated. It i because of Lhe laLter difficulty lhat 
all Lhe solutions men tio ned abo \' e at' for wedge ect ion . 
A furlher disadvantage o[ the hodoO'raph method i that 
iL i definitel)T re Lricted Lo t \\-o-dim n ional .0.0"' , lhere 
being no known Lran formalion which linearizes Lhe equa-
t ion for three-dimen ional compre ible .0.0\\- . 
If the hoclograph Lran formalion i not in Lroduced, Lhere 
arc available no clir'ecL melhod o[ olulion. IIo\\-e\'er, 
variou iteration m thod have been u ed to Ludy flo\\' 
wiLh high ub onic free- Lream \'elociLie. ( ce ref. 19 for 
a r' wne.) Almo t all Lhe e a count for the compre ib iIi L.\T 
eITecl by ource di Lribu tion throughout the Dow field and 
starL \\"iLh eiLher th olulion for incompre ible flo\\" or for 
linearized compl'e sibl flow a the fir L approximal ion. ~\. 
econd app roximalion i calculaled from the fir t and 0 on. 
It wa not found po ible, ho,,"enr, lo iLcral tart ing ,,"iLh 
a typical hock-free ub onic flow oluLion and obLain a 
typi al tran onic flo\\- field in \,hich Lhe up l' onic region 
end with a hock. 
o watit ch ha pre ent d another method in ref renee 
20 and 21 [or determining the tran onic pre me eli tributioll 
on thin airfoil in flow with ub oni free- tream vel ity. 
The analy i i al'riecl out in Lh.e phy ical rather Lhan Lhe 
1 
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hoclograph vari ables, and lead Lo a nonlinear in tegral equa-
tion in which the unknown velocity appear out ide as well 
as in ide \11(' integral. OswaLitsch finds approximate olu-
tion not by iteration, bu t by introducing vario us fun eLion 
co ntaining u ndetermined parameters into the in tcgral equa-
tion and b~T determining the parameters 0 that the in tegral 
equation i:, ~ ati fied at a sman number of points on the ai r-
foil. The method is applied to determin e the pre ure di s-
tribution on circular-arc and N ACA symmetrical fow'-digit 
airfo il . r he results how cer tain characteri ti cs of tran onic 
fl ow such the app !1l'ance of shock wavc and their rearward 
movement acros the chord with in creasing Mach number . 
It is di co ncer ting, however , lhat the method fail to give 
proper res'J11 s a t h igh ub on ic ),Iach number (grea ter than 
abou t 0.8:5 for 6-percent-thick clrclllar-arc ection ), pro-
vide a ml lllipliciLy of solutions at supercritical Mach IlUm-
bers, and p<'rmits the integral equation to be sati fied at 
only a ver.\T limi ted n umber of points. 
The pre en t work is ba ed on the in tegral equa tion of 
o watit ell ut an iteration proce is u ed to ob tain approx-
imate olu tion. Thi procedure permits the integral equa-
tion to be S3 tis:fied a t a much larger n umber of poin ts than 
in the original method of 0 watitsch, give app roximate 
olu tions ,t all M ach number up to unity, and appear to 
avoid any multiplicity of solu tions. The method is applied 
to determine the theoretical pressur di tribu tion on ym-
m trical circ lar-arc airfoil at zero angle of attack. Ex ept 
for ph enoTIena that arc primarily of viscou origin, uch a 
boundary-·.a~'er eparation , etc., t he e fe ults exhib it mo t 
of the exper imentally observed fea ture of tran onic flows. 
Attention i also called to reference 22 by Gullstrand, an 
a sociate of Oswatitsch , in which transonic flow abou t thin 
air foils ar c investigated by till ano ther extension of Oswa-
titsch's i tegral-equation theory . Gullstrand ough t to 
deLermine approximate olutions by iteration, al though hi 
procedure differ con iderably from that de cribed herein. 
His method, however, ucceeded in determining solu tion 
only wh en t he Mach number was les than about 0.90 for 
6-percent-Ihick ections. R esul ts were given for the pre sure 
distribution t onic peed in a second paper by Gull trand 
(ref. 23) , but, they were ob tained by introducing a new and 
more complicated integral equation than that of 0 watitscb 
u eel herei 'l. In con tra t to t>he pre ent analysi in which 
the entire solution is obtained from the in teO"ral equation , 
Gullstrancl use thc integral equation to determin c only the 
solution for the forward part of the aU'foil and u es the 
method of characteristic to complete the olution for the 
rear of the auJoil. Fur ther work of Gull trand is presented 
in rC'ferences 24 and 25. 
A Ii t of symbols i co ntained in Appendix A. 
BASIC EQ UATIO S 
Tbe bas e qu ations nece ary for th e discussion of inviscid 
Lran onic fl ol\' consist of a et of partial differen tial eq uaLions 
relating tb veloci ty component and theu' gradients a t every 
point, together wi th the auxiliary relation giving the velo ity 
jump th rough a hoek wave For thin airfo il incl ined at 
zero or small angles of at tack, the differen tial equation can 
be simplifi('d by a uming th at the shock wave are su1ficien t-
ly weak that the fl ow is irro tational and isenLropic, thereby 
permitting the int roduction of a velocity potenti I <P . The 
qua i-linear par tial differential equation atis fLed by <P can 
be expre sed in the form 
(a2 - <p/) <Pxx+ (a2 - <py2) <P yy + (a2_ <pz2) <Pzz -
2 <px<py<pxy- 2<py <pz<py Z- 2<pz<px~[lxz= 0 (1) 
where the subscrip t notat ion i u ed to indicate differentia tion 
and a i tbe local speed of ound given by the rel3.tion 
? ? "1 - 1 ~ 2+ 2+ 2 U Z\ a-= ao---- ,'Px <Py <Pz - 0 ) 2 (2) 
In this la tter equatio n Uo and ao are, respectively, the free-
tream veloci t~T and th e peed of sound in th e fr e stream, 
and "I i the ra tio of pecific hea t (for air, "1 = 1.4). 
I t is convenien t Lo in troduce the per turbatio velocity 
po tential cp, where 
(3) 
If i t i assumed tha t all per turba tion velociLies and pertur-
bation velocity gr~c1ien t (repre ented by :fir t and second 
derivative, re pectively, of cp ) are small and that only the 
fir t-order term in mall quantitie need be retained, equa-
tion (1) simplifie to the well-known Prand tl-Glau ert equa-
tion of linear theory 
(1- J 1 02) cpxx+ cpyv + cpzz= 0 (4) 
where the free- tream velocity is directed along t e positive 
x axis as hown in figure 1 and where lYl o= Uolao is the J\!(ach 
number of the free stream. It i well known that equation 
(4) leads to u eIul re ul t in the tudy of sub onic and super-
onic £low abou t thin wing and slender bodie but that i t i 
incapable, in general, of treating transonic floe. 'l'hefailure 
of linear theory in the transonic range i evidenced by the 
calculated value of CPx growing to such magni Lude that they 
can no longer be regarded as mall quanti Lies when compare 1 
wi th Vo. 
z 
FraU HE 1.- View of wing and coo rdinate ystel . 
, 
I 
I 
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, econd-order theory for thin wing would involve olution 
of the equation 
(. ee ref . 26, p. 140.) Actuall~Y, we arc intere ted in I' laining 
higher-ord r terms onl~' to the exten t that i nece sary to 
allow Lhe Ludy of tran ollic flow. ExaminaLion of the known 
properties of transonic flow field indicaLe that the first 
term on the right can often become of impOl·tanc and should 
be retained. It i a umed in Lhe mall-eli lurbance Lheory 
of tran onie flow (ref . 1 through 25), however, Lhat Lhe re-
mainder of Lhe terms on the rio'ht can be afely eli regal" led. 
The implified equation i 
where 
k- "".2 '1+1 
-tv.Lo U
o 
(7) 
A a result of minor difference in the perturbation analy i , 
reeen t paper have 1.1 ed at lea t three other expre ion for 
k. This point will be liscu sed further at the conclusion of 
the pre ent ection. 
Equation (6) i valid only in rcgions where the n ce sary 
derivative exi L and are continuou. ince the e condition 
do not hold where hock wave occur, an additional equation 
i needed for the tran ition tluough the hock. The nece -
ary equation i provided by the cla sical relation for the 
hock polar (e. g., ref. 26, p. 10 ). 
() 
where it, V, and w refer to Cartesian velocity component 
with it being parallel to the flow dir ction ahead of the hock, 
the . ub cript a and b refer to condition ahead of and behind 
the hock, and a * is the critical ound velocity, which can be 
expre cd in term of [,'0 and]';!o a follow 
(9) 
The appropriate simphfied equation i obtained from equa-
tion ( ) by r solving Lhe velocities into components parallel 
to the axes of the coord inate ystem and carrying out a small-
perturbation analysi analogou to that p rfonned in the 
derivation of equation (6). In Lhi way, the following re-
lation i found between Lhe perturbation velocity component 
on the (;" ' 0 side of the hock wave: 
where u, v, and ware the pertmbation velocity componen t 
parallel to the x, y, and z axes. Thi cquaLion COlTe ponds 
to the ho k-polar curve for shock wave of mall strength 
inclined at any angle between that of normal hock wave 
and that of the ~1ach line. On either ide of the hock 
wave, the perturbation velocit components are relaLed to 
the pertmbation velo iLy potential in Lhe u ual manner 
0\0 U=- , ox 0\0 V=-, oy 0\0 w=-oz (11) 
In addition to atisfying the d ifferential equation and the 
hock-wave equation, the perturbation potential must pro-
ide flows compatible with the following physical :r quire-
ment : (a) the pertmbaLion velocities must vani h far 
ahead of th e wing and (b) the flow mu t be tangential to the 
wing urface. Therefore, the followioO' boundary cond ition 
are to be pecified for the per mbation potential: 
at X=- ro 
(12) 
at the wing smface lV 
2. (~~) _ oZ 
U o oz w - ox (13) 
where oZ/ox is the local lope of the wing mface in the x 
direction. Fmthermo['c, it i con i tent with the assumption 
of mall di turbance to sati fy the second boundary ondi-
tion on the two sides of the xy plane rather than on the actual 
wing urface. Equation (13) thu become 
2. (0\0) "",2. (0\0) _ oZ - T _0_ f (!:., JL) (14) 
o oz W 0 oz .-0- OX - ° (x/c) c 
where the shape of tb wing profile i given by 
(15) 
In addition, it i pre umed nece ary to pre cribe that he 
direc influ nce of a di turbance in the uper onie region 
proceed only in the dOlVn tream direction and that the Kutta 
condition apphe whenever the flow velocity at th traili.ng 
edge i ub onic. 
pon olving the above boundary-value problem for the 
potential, one may determin e th pre ure oefficient for 
planar y tern by mean of the formula 
COMPARI 0 WITH OTHER TATEME T OF THE 
TRA SO IC-FLOW EQ ATIO 
A are ult of minor variation in he pertmbation analysi , 
I' cent paper have u ed at lea t four different relation for k, 
the co ffici n t of th nonlu1eal' term in the unplifiecl equation 
for the perturbation velocity potential. As indicated in th 
- --.-.. - ._- ----
r-----~ 
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preceding- paragraph, s traightforward d evclopmen L of 
econd-order theory lead to the relation 
k= M/'Yi;,1 (7) 
This is om etimes implifiecl (c. g ., r ef. , 10, and 12) to 
lc= 'Y+ l 
Uo (17) 
by arguing that lt10 can h e et equal Lo uniLy in Lhi term 
wiLhouL Illl~' 10 ill aCCUl"acy in ce the right-hand s id e of 
equat ion (6 ) i merely an approximation to allow the treat-
ment of transonic fl o"- and rapidly clilnini hes in magnitude 
as 1110 departs from unit:,,-. In orne treatment (c. g. , J'ef . 
7 and 231, equation (1 ) is divided hy a2 a nd the qllotien t 
I ja2 in each term is expand ed in a binomial eric . When 
Lhi is clone, the coefficienL lc of the term ilwolving 'Px'Pxx i 
(1 ) 
t ill anothcr exprcss ion for Ie is usccl by 0 walltsch in the 
papcrs Ihat form t he principal referenccs for the prescnt \\'ork . 
Two dcriyat ion arc givcn, onc ba cd on rna s-flo"- con idel'-
ations (J'cf. 21) an d thc othc'1" (rd. 20) on simplifying equatio n 
(1 ) undcr thc assumpt i.on of ncarly para1lcl fl ow to 
( l - J12) 'PIX + 'P yy + 'Pzz = 0 (19) 
and sub titl lting the following scrie for the variable coeffi-
cient (1- JJ2) : 
] _lI12= I _M 2_ l -1I1~2 0 'P + 
o a*-[ 0 ox (20) 
\\"hcre J1 i the local ~[a('h numher and a* is the critical 
sound vel oc it:,,- as dcfin ecl in equat ion (9) . Compariso n of 
equa tion (l 9) and (20) \\'ith equation (6) show that thc 
cocfficient lc in this approx imation is 
(21 ) 
A imil ar s itu at ion ariscs in th e derivat ion of tile simplifi ed 
equat ion for the shock polar. H cre again til e precise form 
of the cxpJ'ession for the eoeffic icntle of equation (10) clepcllcls 
OJ] thc d etail of th e p erturbation anal)- i . Th e most 
important po int from the pre ent point of view i that thc 
same cxpJ'ession for Ie is used in both the equation for the 
potent ial and that for the shode polar , namely , equation 
(6) and (J )_ \i\ 'h ile this poinL ha noL always heen expliciLly 
slaled, it is actually a nece ary co ndition for lhe exi tence 
of the \\'el -know11 lranson ic imilarily rules. 
The foreg'oing eli cus ion has bee n based OLl equations 
obtained by as uming that the loca.l wloeities a rc only 
slightl)- cl IO'('renl from tb e free-s tream velocity. On the 
olher han, I, many of the recent p apers on transoni c flow 
about wing and bodie have been based on equation ob-
lained by assuming lhat the local velocitie arc only ligbtly 
ditrerent from the criti cal sound veloeity a*. (Sec ref . 1 
through 6, 9, an 1 13 through 1 .) It i ho,,-n in reference 
] 2, however , IhaL lhe pre ure, force, and moment re ul t 
obtained u ing these equation arc identical with tho e 
obtained u ing the present equation if k i elected as given 
in equation (17) . These result , howev 1', can be ea ily 
converted to t bo e lhat would be obtained usino; any of the 
olher expre sion for Ie by simply r placino- ("( + I )/Uo by k 
" 'herever il occur. 
In order Lo facilitate compari on wiLh previou 1'e ult a.nd 
to ach ieve al1 cco nomy of no tation, the present analysi i 
carried as far as possible " 'ith ouL specifying particular 
relation for le. Tha L is, lbe equat ion s of the anal:,,- i and the 
r educed parameters with which the 1'e ult arc expl'e eel arc 
\\Ti tten ('ol1tainino- Ie which may be equated to all.'- of the 
foUl' laled expre ions. H oweyer, t he ac tual YHlue of the 
prc sure coeffi cient and ~la ch l1umhcr for an airfoil of pe ifi c 
th ick ne s ratio depend on which relation is elec ted for k. 
The pre ent calculations have becl1 made u ing the expr s ion 
rOl' lc g iven in equatio n (7) . The principal l'eadOI1 for tll i 
choice is lhaL il appears Lo proyicie a seL of equation, or a 
mathematical model , which approximate ccrtain e enl ial 
fealurc of transonic now wi th superior accuracy. Before 
proceeding with discu sion of this po int, it s houlcl he noted 
that the four altel'l1ative expre sions for Ie arc i(lentical for 
J1.= 1, and all hut that given by equalion (J 7) arc zero for 
J10= 0. 
A significant ea e where the four relations lead to different 
results i the prediction of the variation ,,-ith free- tream 
~rach number of the crilical pres ure coefficienL Cp , clofin d 
c r 
as the value of Lhe pre ure coefftcient Op aL a point where 
lhe local ~Iach number i unity_ It is important that a 
rca onably good approximation be maintained for the varia-
Lion of 0" ,yi Lh 1110 because hock waves make their flrst 
c r 
appearance and the airfoil fir t experinces a Pl'(' ure drag 
whcn Op become more negati,'e lhan 0" some\\-here on the 
" 
a irfoi l urface. In the present approximation, Ncr cO rl'e-
pond s to Lhat val ue of Cp and, hence, of 'Pz, aL ,,-hich equa-
lion (6) cbanges locally from elliptic to hyperbolic type. 
This condit ion is recognized by the vani hing of th(' co ffi cien t 
of 'PIX, th llS 
01', in ,-iew of equal ion ( 16) 
(22) 
The exa t l' lalion for isentropic fl ow is (e_ g. , ref. 27, p. 2 
(23) 
The variaLion of CPer wilh i\lfo ha h een computed u ino- LIle 
exacL relation and each of th e four approximate relation. 
The )"e ults a rc presented graphically i.ll figul'e 2. It may 
be sc n Lh aL a reasonably good approximation for OPer i 
obLained over a \\-ide ~Iaeh number I'ange when k i taken 
as J102('Y + 1) /Uo or (l - J102) j(a* - Uo), and th at a om e-
wh at o-1'ea te1" error i inClined ,,-h en lc is equated to J102 [2 + 
---------- ----- - ---------
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FIGURE 2.-Variatian, app roximate and exact, of critical pres ure 
coefficient with fl'ee- t ream Iach number. 
('Y-1) J.f/J / Uo' On lh e other hand, a very poor approxi-
mation result if k i equated i.o ('Y+1)/Uo' 
Similar compari on can be made for local :\Iach number 
"'f other t han unity by noting that the coefficient (1-
"'J02-kcpx) of CPxx in equation (6) corre ponels, in th pre ent 
approximation, lo 1-Jf2, lhu , 
(24) 
The corr sponding exact rela lion for isentropic :flOIl- i 
(25) 
Th e 1'0 uILs 0 obtained arc generally imilar to tho e incli-
caLed in Figme 2 although the relative accuracy of the 
betLer approximation ch ano'e omewbat with the iLuaLion. 
All Lh approximaLion are exact, of cow' e, when Op= O. 
On the other hand, none of the approximations are exact, 
except for i olaLed ca e , when Op is dillerent from zero, 
even though all of th e approximations agree among them-
selves when the free- tream 1ach number is uniLy. In 
order to provide ome informt tion l' gar ling tIt ITOI' Lhat 
ar likely to be incuned when Op i not very sm all, fWlU'e 3 
ha been prepared illustratin", the variaLion of local h ch 
3,14627-56--2 
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FIGURE 3.-Val'iation, approximate and exact, of local Iach number 
with pre sure coefficient, A1o= 1. 
number with pre ure coeffici nt for a free- tream Mach 
number of unity. 
A econd case where the exact and approximate r laLion 
can be compared i furnished by con idering the velociLy 
jump tbTough a hock wave. If the flow ahead of th e hock 
wav is uniform and parallel to the x axis, tbe re ul ts may 
conveniently be repre ented by the shock-polar diagram in 
which "/Vb2+Wb2 is plotted as a function of Ub. The eAact 
relation i fumi heel by eq nation ( ) . The CO tTe ponding 
approximate relations are deLcrmined from eq uaLion (10) by 
etting U a, Va, and Wa to zero, whereby 
(26) 
Once the variation of (Vb2+Wb2) with Ub i deLermined for a 
given :\10' the corresponding variation of (Vb~+Wb2) with Ub 
may be r adily deLermined ince, for Lhi ca e, 
(27) 
The variaLion of Vb2+Wb2 wiLh Ub for J10= 1.2 ha been 
computed u ing boLh Lhe exacL and approximate relaLion , 
and Lhe re ulL arc pre enLed graphically in convenLional 
hock-polar form in figw'e 4. 
It i evident from thi comparison that the be L approxima-
Lion to the hock-polar curve is that obLained by equating 
k to },102('Y+ 1)/Uo' ince all hock wav are assumed to 
be normal to the 1l0w direction io the cour e of the pre cut 
.2.------,-------.------,-------,------, 
OL-~--~--~LL~----~~----~--~~ 
.7 .8 .9 1.0 /. 1 1.2 
'i/o· 
Fr, RE 4.-Approximate and exact hock polar diagram, Mo=1. 2. 
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analysi , a notable point is that thi expression for k leads 
to the exaet r elation for the velocity jump through a normal 
shock wavc. 
In problem such as we are considering here, the final test 
is provide."l by comparison with experim ental re ults. Al-
though both experimen tal and theoretical result for the 
transonic speed range are limited, complete information 
does exist at the present time for the drag of a single-wedge 
section followed by a straight ection extending far down-
stream. (See ref. 13, 14, 16, 28, and 29 .) The theoretical 
results were determined originally using equations obtained 
by assllm lllg that the local velocities are only lightly 
differen t fro the cri tical sound velocity a * and are therefore 
identical \\ ith those that would be obtained using the present 
equa tion , provided k i equated to (1'+ 1) U o. F igure 5 
hows the theoretical and e:'l.'Perimental r esults plotted in 
3 ~r-.... 
IV ~¢ ~~ ~.v, 
/ \ ~~~~ 
Theory 
--- I 
/ 
-======:3 ~rP 
/ Single' wedge ~ r--section 
Vi' Wedge sem longte 
J 0 4 .5
0 
0 7S 
~y 0 10.00 M ()2 
- I o 
M} - I 
2 3 
[(y+I)(I/C)] 2/3 
FIGURE 5.- Th Ol'etical a nd experimental drag resul ts fo r a sin glc lVedge 
t · k 7+ 1 sec lon, =-tJ"";' 
the same manner a in the original papers. The small 
vertical line on the experimental data point r epre ent the 
uncertain ty of the value. Thi figure indicates that the 
theoretical and experimen tal 1'e ults are only in general 
quali tat iye agreement when lc =('Y + 1)Uo. 
The sam results arc replotted in fi gure 6 with k equated to 
]1.([/(1'+ 1)/U" rather than (1' + 1) /Uo. It can be een that 
the theoret ical and experimen tal resul ts arc now in nearly 
perfect agr e ent. Compari on of figure 5 and 6 provides 
striking evidc'nce uppor ting the contention that k should be 
equated to ]1.;[/ (1' + 1)/Uo rather than (1' + 1)/Uo. 
DERIVATION OF I NTEG RAL EQ UATIONS F OR T RANS ONIC 
FLOW 
In order Lo make the present work more self-contained, a 
derivation of the integral equations for tran onic flows 
having sub:30n ic free- tream velocities will be pre ented even 
though this has been don e previou ly by both Oswatitsch 
and Gullstrand (refs. 20 , 21 , and 22 ). The present deriva-
tion, in com on with that of Gull trand, proc cds through 
the application of Green' theorem in a manner closely 
analogous 10 that employ d in linearized wing theory (e. g., 
3 ~--L-------+--------r----~~~----~--~ 
Single-wedge 
~ection 
W~dge semiongte 
o 4 .5 0 
o 7.5 0 
o 10.0 0 
0 L-~O~_~2~O~~~_LI --------0L-------~-------72--~ 
M}-I 
[( y + t) Mo 2 (t/cl]2l3 
FIGURE 6.- Theoretical and experimental drag r esul ts for a ' ingle wedge 
t · k M02(I' + 1) sec lOn , V 0 • 
ref. 30), except tha t proper cognizance mu t be taken of the 
shock discontinuitie and of the additional nonlinear term in 
the differential equation for the pertmbation velocity po-
tential. For the sake of completene s and to illustrate the 
simplification introduced by making additional r e triction 
and assumptions, the derviation will be carried through for 
lifting wing of finite thickness and span, even though the 
application contained herein will be confined to two-
dimensional flow about symmetrical airfoil sections at zero 
angle of attack. 
The differential equation fundamental to Lhe follo\\-ing 
eli ('1.1 sion i equation (6) . 
(l - M /) 02cp + 0\:, + 02~=k ocp 02~ 
ox2 oy2 oZ' ox ox' (6) 
Sibce the principal object of the following analysis i to 
determin e the pressm e which , according to equation (16), is 
linearly proportional to the per turbu tion velocity component 
u, i t is convenient to ",-ork with an equivalent equati.on for u 
obtained by different iat ing equation (6 ) ,,-ith r e poet to :r; itis 
02U 02U ciu 02 ( U2) (1-]1.([/) OX2+ oy2+0Z2= k oxz 2 (2 ) 
It is advantageo us to no rmalize the equations by leLt.i.ng 
y={3y, z = {3 z, _ k cp = {32 cp x = :r, 
- aiO k 
u= ax= {32 u, 
- aiO k 
v= ay= {33 v, 
_ oiP k 
w= az= {3 i1 w (29) 
wh ere 
{3= , ' l J([/ 
In this way, equations (6 ) an d (2 ) r educe Lo the following: 
02iO 02iO 02iO 2- oiP 02iO 
.,,- 2+ .,,-2+.,, - ' = '\7 cp=.,, - .,,- 2 UX u y u Z- u x u x (30) 
(31) 
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B efore proceeding, it hould be noted thaL Lhe inLroduction 
of the r educed perturbation velocity compon n t u permiL 
the ready recognition of region of sub onie and upersonic 
velocitie and emphasize the poin t at which son ic velocity 
occu]'. Thi relation hip become immediately apparen t 
upon ubstituting the definition of u in to equation (24). 
Thus, 
1-i\£'! k _ 
1- M o2=1- 1- 1v!o2 u = l-u. 
(32) 
from which it i clear, for flows having ub onic free- tream 
Mach numbers (Mo<l), that u< l when tbe local velocity is 
ub onic, u= 1 when it i sonic, and u> 1 when it i super-
onic. 
A noted above, tbe derivation proceed from Green's 
theorem which relate a vollline integral over a region R to a 
UTface integral over the urface ~ enclo ing R. If IT and Sl 
are any two function which , together with their [u·st and 
econd derivatives, are finite an I ingle-valued throughout 
R, Green's theorem state 
where the directional derivative on the left side are take n 
along the normal n, drawn inward, to lll(' urface ~. I t i 
convenient to let Sl= u anel to choo e (J a the fundamen tal 
olution ] Ir3 of the equation \720" = 0 
1 1 (34) 
wh ereby equation (33) become 
fJ[~ au -u ~ (~)J cl~=-r3 on on r3 
:!: 
The variables of integration i.n the equation are ~, ~ , F while 
X, y, z are the coordinates of a point P. It mu t be ob erveel 
that l /r3 i ingular at ra = O and u is eli continuou at th 
hock wave. The point P and the hoek wa,v mu t, ther -
fore, be excluded from tbe region R. The exclu ion of P 
from the r egion R i accompli hed by enclo ing it within a 
mall sphere. The shock wave i excluded by altering the 
boundary of the region so that it goe around the ho k wave. 
In Lhis way, equa,tion (35 ) may be applied to the region R" 
bounded by the xy plane and a hemi pherical dome of infinite 
radiu lying above thi plane, ex lusive of the ubr gion 
urroundina- P and the hock wave (ee fig. 7). ince, 
fw-thermore, the value of u may be as umed to dimin i h 
ufficienlly rapidly with distance that the contribution of 
FLGun,,; 7.- R egion of integration. 
the in tegral over Lhe hemi phere vani h, the following 
re ult i obtain ed : 
+'" 
- r;;, --) 1 ff[l ou" - a (1)Jd"t 1-u\x,Y ,Z =-- ---= - u,,-== - ~G71-
471" r3 or _. or f3 
-0) - . 
1 Jf{[l ou _. 0" (1)1 
471" 1; on -~ on 1; + 
s. 
---u - - d [lou - a (I)]} f~ on on 1"3 b - - -- - dR 1 fff 1 0 2 (U2) 471" r3 O~2 2 
Ru 
(3 6) 
wh re the ub cript u denote condi tion on the upper ide 
of th xy plane, the sub cript a and b denote value immedi-
ately ahead of and b hind the hock wave, and i the ur-
face of the hock wave. The volume integral i defined a 
follow when P i ahead of (For ake of brevity, if; i 
written in place of..!.- o~? fij,22).) 
r3 o~- ,,"2 
It i lear that lhe corre ponding definition of the volume 
integral when P i behind can be obtained by I' arranging 
the limit of integralion . If P i kept fixed in the upper 
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half space and the region R I bou nded by the xy plan e and a 
jlemi pheric'-LI dome of in finite radius lying below this plane 
is considered, i I, follo \\"s in a imilar manner that 
1 J+J'" [ l (YUI - 0 (l)J - - 1 JJ r[ J ou 0=- -- _ - u, - ..= - d~clTl-- ~ ---
47r 1'3 0 t ot 1'3 47r . I... 1'3 on 
-00 8 1 
1 JJJ I 02 (11,2) - - - - cl H 
47r 1 3 oP 2 . 
R, 
(3 ) 
where Lhe suhscripL l denotes conditions on the lower side 
of the xy pI nnp and Lh e volume in tegral is defi ned a follows : 
I ntrodu cin g th e notat ion 
6. o~= o~,_ O~I 
ot ot ot 
(40) 
and adding equaLion (3 6) and (38), we have 
- r;;, - - ) 1 JJ[ 1 ou - 0 (l)J l- Z-u\x Y Z = -- - - 6. -=-6.u -= - (i ~G 'YJ-
" 47r 1'3 or or 1'3 11" ~ ~ 
4~Jf {[:3 ~~-U oOn C~JI+[1~3 ~~-
U ~ (2..)J ~ dS- .2..JJJ~ o~ (U2) el l? (41 ) 
on 1'3 b ol 47r 1'3 oe 2 
R 
", j](' ro tho surface in Legral over S represents the sum of Lhe 
corresponding in tegrals over Su and Sl and Lhe volume 
int egral ovrr R rcprcse nts the sum of the integrals over fl u 
and R I . The integrand of the firsL in tegral of equa tion (4 1) 
is zero over all of the xy plane excep t the Llrface TV of the 
wing suffici!'n Lly ex tended Lo includ e the effccL of the edge 
singulari lie and i , in cert ain cases, exactly equal 1,0 the 
value of U giycn by the linearized theOJY of subsonic flow 
abo ut thin wing (c . g., ref. 30) . 
(42) 
IL can be S('ell tha t the firs t integral of equation (41 ) may 
be equa ted ,0 UL when the problem is one in which 
and 
This condit io exists in those problems where 6.u and 
/::,. (ou/ot) al'l~ prescribed at the oulset by the boundary C011-
d itio11s; for example, (a) given the loading on a lifting ur-
face, find the cam bel' distribution ; (b) given the hape of a 
symmetrical nonlifting airfoil , find the pressure d isLribuLion . 
Equation (41 ) can be regarded as the fi nal integral equa-
tion for U, but it is advantageou for the forthcoming anal-
ysis to perform two more operations. They are to integrate 
the volume integral twice by par ts with re pec t to t taking 
proper cognizance of the definitions given in equations (37) 
and (39), and to decompose the surface integral over the 
shock wave in to components parallel to the ax . of the 
coordinate ystem. I n this way, the following ' quation i 
obtained : 
- 1 JJ[l OU - 0 (l)J l- l- + u = - - - 6. -=- 6.u -= - G ~ G 'YJ 
47r 1'3 0 t o t 1'3 
1V 
[l o~_u ~ (l)J ~ I cos (n.!. "f)] ] cl r;(iF 1'30 t ot 1'3 b ol Lcos (n, D b (43) 
Although the in tegJ'at ion b~' part of the triple integral 
performed in going from equation (41 ) to (43 ) may eem 
somewhat arbitrary, the resulting equation is superior from 
the po int of view of obtaining approximate solu tion. For 
example, the triple in tegral of equation (41 ) show a very 
strong influenc e of Lhe velocities in the r egion immedia tely 
surrounding P sin ce they are multipli ed by 1/r3' This in-
fluence is largely nullifi ed in the triple in tegral of equation 
(43) because part of the r egion has a negative in flu nce and 
parL has a posiLive in(l.uence. The predominant influence 
in the la tter ca e is fmn ished b~- Lhe term u,2/2 tand ing ou t-
side tbe in tegral. The conLribut ion of d istanL r egions is 
also diminished in importance in the triple in tegral of equa-
lion (43) since their influence varies inversely wi th the third 
power of Lhe distance, r ather than the first power as in 
cquaLion (41 ) . The advanLages of u i.ng the formulation 
provided by equat ion (43) will become more evident on 
exam ining Appendi...\: B and the sec tion entitled " ub-
critical flows." 
A fu rther advan tage is tha t Lhe value of the tr iple integral 
of equatio n (43 ) is conti nuous through a shock wave rather 
than d i continuous as is the ca e with equation (41 ) . A 
poi nt of great importance in the approximate olution de-
scr ib ed herein arises from the fact Lhat Lhe inteo'l'ation by 
parLs provides extra terms (those containing u}/ ) in the 
in tegrals along the shock surface S which combine with those 
already presen t in sLlch a \Va~T that the conLribution of the e 
integral becomes very small when the shock wave approach 
normal waves, as is usually the ca e at high ub o11ic peed . 
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In addi tion to ati fyin g the in tegral equation for U given 
in equation (43), the yelociLy component on oppo ite sid 
of shock waves mu t be in accOl'cl wiLh the implifiedrelation 
for Lhe shock polar given in equation (10). Thi equation 
may be rewri tten in normalized form by introducing the 
luantiLies defined in equation (29), thus 
(44) 
Two alternative forms of equation (44) are the following: 
and 
(ua-uo) [( ua- U~~_( uo-u;~ ]+ (Va- Vo)2+(Wa-Wo)2=0 (46) 
If the shock wave is a normal wave and the flow i parallel 
to the x axi (i.e., va=VO=wa=WO=O, but ua~UO), it can be 
een from equation (45) th at the normalized perturbation 
velocity component U jump from 1 + l:. immediately ahead 
of th shock to 1-.6. immediately behind the shock. On 
the other hand, equation (46) bow that tbe quantity u-u2j2 
is qual on the two sides of the shock. Thi is consi tent 
with the fact that the latter quantity corresponds, in the 
tran onic appro~:imation, to the mass flow, which is continu-
ous through a normal hock. 
The olution, by the pre ent method, of Lhe genera.! prob-
lem of transonic flow about thin wings requires the solu tion 
of equation (43) while taking proper account of the shock 
relations given in equation (44) . This represents a formida-
ble task well beyond the reach of the pre ent analysis. 
implification can be achieved in two ways: by re tricting 
attention to a less general class of problems and by introduc-
ing additional implifying approximations. The firsL way is, 
of course, much to be preferred. Accordingly, in mo t of 
the following analysi, attention will be confined to two-
dimensional flows. The neces ary equations can be obtained 
from equations (42) through (44) above by integrating in the 
Ti direetion from Ti=- co to Ti =+ co, noting that v=O and 
that u and ware independent of Ti. They are as follows: 
1 J ( aULl 1 - alI) It UL= - - .6. >.- n - -.6.uL>.- n- at; 271" IV us 1'~ us 1'2 (47) 
u-- --= In - + In ---=-u--= In - -(_ U2) a 1] [( 1 au _ a 1 ) 2 o~ 1'z 0 1'2 a s as 1'2 a 
In.!. a~_u o_In.!.) ] [ cos (n,I) ] } df (4) 
1'2 Os Os r2 0 cos (n,~) 0 
where 
1 1 
1'2 [(x_~) 2+ (z-s) 2r/2 
and 
r;;; - )2+ C- - )2 (Ua+Uo) r;;; - )2 ~Ua-Ub Wa-Wo = --2- ~ua-uo (50) 
As remarked following equation (42), considerable sim-
plification re ults in both two- and three-dimen ional prob-
lem if attention i confined to the determination of the pres-
ure distribution on ymmetrical nonlifting wing of specified 
geometry. Thi restriction permits the introduction of the 
relations 
(51) 
into the integral oyer TV in either equation (43) or (48). 
Thi integral is then equal to the linear-theory solu tion UL 
given in equation (42) or (47) and can be determined com-
pletely at the out et of the analysis. 
SIMPLIFICATION AND APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR TRANSONIC FLOW ABOUT 
NONLIFTI G WINGS 
QUAUTATIVE DISCUSSION OF I TEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The integral equations and the auxiliary relations deyelop-
ed in the preceding section provide a means for the di cus-
ion of the aeroqynamic of symmetrical nonlifting thin 
wings of pecified geom try in flows with free- tream Mach 
numb I' up to unity. At the pre ent tage of development, 
however, it is neces ary to introduce some further approxi-
mations before olutions can be obtained. One of the more 
accurate of these involves two statements about the nature 
of the hock waves. They are: (a) all shock waves are 
assumed to lie in a plane perpendicular to th .v axi , and 
(b) the shock waves are a umed to be normal hock waves 
(i. e., normal to the local flow direction ). The e two state-
ment are lightly contradictory in themselves but might 
be expected to approach the true condiLions quite clo ely 
for flows about smoothly curved thin airfoils. The fu· t 
stat ment corresponds to etting co (n, ~ ) and cos (n, I) to 
zero, thereby eliminating part of the integrals oyer S of 
equations (43 ) and (4) . The second permits an adyan-
tageous introduction of equations (30 ) and (46 ) to eliminate 
the remainder of the integrals oyer S. Th above a sump-
Lions corr spond to tting v and w to zero both before and 
after the hock wave and lead to the following relation: 
(52) 
Rqllfl,tion') (4:1) and (4, ) thereby simplify to 
- 2 1 ffJ- 2 02 (1) U= UL + ~ - 471" ~ ap r; cl~ dr;if 
R 
(53) 
for three-dimen ional flow , and 
(54) 
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for two-dim('n ional flows. Th e e equations OLTe pond to 
those usrd by OswaLit ch and Gull t rancl (ref. 20, 21 , and 
22) although a number of further as umptions were nece sary 
beforr approximate oluLions could b e obtained for the 
velocity dislribution on an airfoil urface. The pre enL 
analy is al 0 requ ires many of th e ame or imilar a ump-
tions, bu t the re arc a number of general point which should 
be discussed before any furth er approximation arc intro-
duced. Th{' e point were not observed in th e previou 
papers and the result ufl'er by lack ing uniqueness in some 
ca es and failing to co n verge in oth er ca e . 
B efore procceding further, it sh ould be ob erved that th e 
solutions of equation (53) and (54) must approach those of 
linear theory 'when the free-stream Mach number is much 
less than ullity, since u«l and th term involving th e 
square of U ecome negligible with l'e pect to th o e linear in 
u, thereby l,' aving only 
(55) 
In Lhe inLer 'sL of breviLy, Lh e integral equation for U 
given in equatiOJr (53) and (54) may b e rewritt n a follow : 
where 
_ _ 11} I 
U=UL+---2 2 
[1 JJJU2 {)2 (1) - -] 1= 2 47r R "2 {)~2 r; d~cLrid~ 
for t.hree-c! i ens io nal {lows, and 
[ 1 IJ -. {)2 (1 ) ] 1= 2 - U- - 2 11) ~ d~dr 27r 2 ()~ 72 
R 
(56) 
(57) 
(5 ) 
for two-climens ional fl ow. Although I i a fun ction of U 
and is the refore unknown, it is informative to rewri te 
equatio n (513) by ol ving for u in terms of I a nd UL , thu s 
u = 1± .. / I -(2uL - l )=1± .. / I L (59) 
where 
everal point a rc Lo b observed at once with r egard to 
equation (59). First of all, the di criminant must always 
be positive in order to obtain real values for U, thu 
l?L (60) 
Furthermore, the choice of the plu or minu ign determines 
whether t1w local velocities are subsonic or super onic. A 
chano-e in ign at a point where the radical i zero corresponds 
to a smooth transition tbrough sonic velocity. A change in 
sign at a point where the radical i not zero corre ponds to a 
discontinuous jump in velocity. A pointed out following 
equation (46), uch discontinuities corre pond to normal 
hock wav s and are permi sible when they proceed from 
uper onic 1,0 sub onic velocitie (or from plu to minu sign 
in equation (59)) when progre ing in th flow direction. 
Discontinuitie in the reverse direction are inadmi ible since 
they correspond to expansion hocks, a pbenomenon whi cb 
'Violate the econd law of thermodynamic. 
The valu e of UL' and hence L, can b e calculated for any 
given \Ving and are generally characterized by certain region 
in \Vhich UL i po itive and oLher regions in which it i nega-
tive. T he absolu te valu es incl'ea e continuou ly with in-
creasing 1\1ach numb er and tb e maximum positive value 
may co nsicl erabl.v t'xc(;ccl uni ty a sonic velocity i approached 
in the f ree tt·eam. X ot very much can be stated at thi 
point about Lhe value of I , except that they depend on the 
distribution a \Vell as magnitude of U and that the above 
inequality mu t b e sal i ned . Th e relation between the two 
curves is of utmost importance, however, and will be di -
cus ed quali tat ivel.\- in lhe following paragraph. 
In order to remoye unneccs ary complication and Lo facili-
tate the discLission, Lite following remark will be con.6.ned to 
th e relation in two-dimen ional fl ow between the function 
I , L , u, and UL evaluated aL the airfoil sLirface. I n tbi way, 
each of the fOUl" function reduce to a function of a ingle 
variable x and can be illu Lratecl imply by curve rather 
than surfaces or hyper Ll fa es. The sub cript ltV i appended 
to u an 1 UL to denote Lhat the value arc tho e at the wing 
surface. In that which follows, the curves will b e shown on 
two epar-ate plot , one containing tho L and I curve r ep-
resenting the compon enLs involved in the olu tion of equa-
tion (59) and the other containing the Uw and uLw curves 
representing, respecLively, the velocit), distributions given 
by tran onic theory and by linear theol'Y. In or ler to make 
the discll ion more definite, the curve will b e drawn quali-
tatively as they would appear for a circular-arc airfoil having 
it maximum thickne at the midchord po ition. A quanti-
tative eli cuss ion of these characteri tics w:ill be taken up for 
the ame a irfoil in a later section. 
T he linear-lheolT oluLion UL for subsonic flow abo ut cir-
. w 
cular"-arc airfoils can be ea ily derived through application 
of the ex pre SiOll o-iven ill eq uation (47). It i found that 
the value of ULw are ymmetrical about the mid hord posi-
tion at all free-stream ;, l ach n umber less than unity. It 
follows di rectly that the L curves po se s the nme ymmetry. 
For pure sub on ic Aow about uch an airfoil, i t i well 
kno\Vn t hat Lhe m ore exact trcatments, such a the K arman -
T ien or t he clas ical iteration m ethod reviewed in ),eference 
19, indicate that th e nonlinear-th eory olution a nd , h ence, 
the uw and I curves, arc also ymm ctrical abou t th micl-
chord po ition. Since on ic velocily is not attained at any 
point, the L and I curvcs never touch. ketche of t h e 
curve for thi co ndition arc shown in figure 8. The econd 
part of Lhis figure illu trates the fact t ll at uw pos e es larger 
values over t.he middl e of the airfoil chord than doe U LW• 
1.0 
h 
I. 
!. O ~~--------------~~ 
x/c 
FIGU RE .- Typical curves of I , L, fl, and th in the ubcr-itieal range. 
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Thi relation has not been deduced from the fo regoing pre-
liminary COil iderations but i known from many omce in 
clas ical ub onic theory. Th e ame)'e ult has been found 
once again in the pre ent work by carrying out an approx-
imatc olution of equation (59). The detail of these calcu-
lations will be de cribecl ill a later ection. 
The cmve hown in fio-ure arc typical of those for all 
~Iach number les than the critical lIaeh number U CTI 
defined as th lowest free- tl'eam Mach number at which 
so nic nlocity (urv= l ) occ urs somewhcre on the wing smface . 
The aforemen Lioned s.\Wmetl')' propcr Lies are preserved for 
all ).[ach number les Lhan the ritical, but the amplitudes 
of all four curve increase with increa ing :"Iach number. 
For the symmetrical circular-arc airfoil con idered here, the 
maximum values of ULw and uw and, hence, Land 10CClU' at 
the 50-percent-chord po ition for all ubcl'itical Mach num-
bel' . Thus, in addition to t he requirement that 1"2:. L aL 
\'ery point, it i nece sary when the 1Iach number j equal 
to the critical value, that 1 = L at til 50-percent-chord posi-
tion. A rather interesting additional requirement that fol-
low from t he quadratic nature of equation (56) together 
with the assumption that u r ache a mooth maximum at 
t he 50-percenL-chord station i that the 1 and L ClU'ves have 
not only t he arne first derivative at thi station but also 
identical econd lerivaLives. A typical et of curve for th i 
1\ [ach number is howl1 in figure 9. It i to be remarked 
that the minu ign is to be used in equation (59) for all 
ft' - tream 1[ach l1l11nber equal to or Ie than j\I", 
1.0 
x/c 
Fr ,l'R E g.- T yp ical curves of I, L , '11" and 'ilL at t he cri tica l :;\[ach 
number. 
It i intel'e ting to cont mplate the various po ibilitie 
that may occur when the :"Iach number is increased beyond 
the critical. Accordingly, let u first con ider the implica-
Lion of as umi ng that the veloci ty di Lribution Uw remains 
ymmetrical and continuou across the chord and simply 
inerea e in magnitu le with increa ing :"Iach numb r. 
(Thi is, in fact, the only type of mL,{ d flow field that the 
cla sical iteration methods have indicat d, bu t many 
doubt have been expre cd from time to time l'eo-arclino-
the convergence of the methods when ~Alo> 1\([".) With uch 
an a tIDled symmetry of the flow, the fom curve will 
appear qualiLatively a hown in figure 10. A may be 
een, the curve are all rather imilar to tho e previou ly 
el i eLI ed for lov,rer :"Iach number. The ouL tanding 
differ n i thc r lation between I and L. When 1\I[0= Nlc7 , 
the two curves are tangent at the 50-percent-chord tation, 
and the l'adiu of curvature of the 1 curve at the ame ta-
FIG HE lO.-T ypical cu rves of I , L, '11" and 'ilL co rresponding to a 
shock-free supercritical flow , symmetericaJ solu t ion. 
ion i equal to that of tbe L cmve, When J10> Jfer , 
Langency occur at two poinL , equally spa cd before and 
after the 50-percent-chord taLion, and th ign in equa tion 
(59) i to be changed to plu over the portion of the chord 
lying between the two point of tangency. In order for 
uw to attain it maximum value at midchord, as shown in 
figure 10, the radius of curvature of Lhe 1 curve must be 
les than that of the L curve at the 50-percen L-chol'd station. 
At th tangent or onic points, it follows from equation 
(59) and the a umption of mooth acceleration or decelera-
Lion through sonic velocity that the second derivative of 
the 1 curve is greater than that of the L curve. inlilar 
consideration apply for airfoil that are not ymIDetrical 
about the midchorcl station. The occurrence of shock-free 
flow would again require that Lhe I curve be tangent to the 
L curve at two points along Lhe chord. 
Before leaving thi ubj ect, it is intere ting to inquire 
what the result would be of a slio-h t alteration of th ai rfoil 
shape, as uminO' that the original shape \ a such that Lhe 
a 0 iated flow wa of the ho k-£1' e mLxed t.n). Con id el', 
for alee of implicity, that the ba ic airfoil i ymmetrical 
abouL the 50-per ent-chord tation. The a umed shock-
free flow is therefore ymmetl'ical about Lhe midchorcl 
tation and appear a hown in £igur 11. In order to 
pre erve the geometrical symmeLry, con id er that the air-
foil hape i changed by the addition to both uppcr and lower 
urface of mall bump located at the 50-percent-chor i 
tation . ince Lhe flow adjacent to the bumps is upcr onic, 
Lheir eli turbance pattern i propagated down Lream in nar-
row ban Is which reflect allel'llately from the onie line 
and th airfoil urfa .e a hown in figurC' 12, Bu emann 
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FIGURE 12.- Transonic flow with shock wave. 
has poin (e out in rclerence 31 that as the disturbances 
reach thn rear of the superson ic region where the local 
:Mach nu m ers of the original flow approach unity, the 
reflections become increasiJlgly concentrated, the disturb-
ances amplify, and finally a hock occurs. It thus appears 
that theI'(' are only a restricted number of shock-free mixed 
flows and that, in general, the uper onic region terminates 
with a shoelc wave. 
On Lhe other hand, jf the di turbance were propagated 
fon·\·ard they would culminate in a shock wave at the forward 
sonic poill t. This shock, however, would be an expansion 
shock in which the velocity jumps from ubsonic to uper-
sonic vahles. As menLioned previously, expan ion shocks 
arc forbidden by Lhermodynamic consideraLions and, hen ce, 
mu t be (Oxcluc1ed from the present analysi . This can be 
accompli :'1cd by tipulating that th e tran iLion from su b-
sonic to super onic velocities at the forward sonic poin t be 
smooth, Of that the L and I curves reta in one point of 
tangency. In addition to preven ting the occurrence of ex-
pansion sIwek, it appear, on the basis of the foregoing, tha t 
thi l'equil·ell1en t also effectively rules ou t all the unde iJ·ed 
forward pm agating disLurbance . 
The prcc ding discussion provides an iJl ight into tbe 
mechanism for the developmen t of a ymmetrical flows abol! t 
symmeLri(,al aiJJoil and for the occurrence of shock waves. 
In the presen t work, these considerations arc reflected in tbe 
relation b ~ tween the I and the L curve. Thus, r ecall tha t 
if the flow is shock free a shown in figure 11, the I and the L 
CUITes an' hoth synune trical as hown previously in figure 
10. If lh ,' aiJ-ioil shape is changed in the manner indicated 
in figure ]2, it is evident that both the I and the L cune's 
will become altered. In so doin o·, the L cu rve remains sym-
metrical about the midchord station, but the asymmetrieal 
nature of the u clis tribu tion causes the I curve to take on 
larger vall I es over th e rear of the airfoil than over the fron t. 
If the flow adjusts itself 0 that the I curve is tangen t to th e 
L curve at a point on the forward balf of the airfoil , as it 
must do to avoid the occurrence of forbidden expansion 
shock waYes , it is likely that the ClllTCS will not be Langent 
at a second point along the rear half of the auJoil. In tb e 
application of equation (59), therefore, the sign changes 
from mim. to plu at the poin t of tangency bu t may eh ange 
back to minu at a point where the two curves have different 
values. As noted previously, llCh a condition correspond, 
in the present analysis, to the occurrence of a sIlOck wave 
and i as oeiatecl with a Uw cu rve of the type hown in 
figure 13. 
inco it ha been incli fl ted that th hock-fI' mixed flow 
is the exception rather than the rule, the curve of figure 13 
may be reo·arded as typical for the upercritical ~Vrach num-
ber range. In any even t, th esc curves may be considered 
as the more general ones inec they include the symmetrical 
curves as a pecial case. The e matters will ari e agaill and 
be the topic for further discussion in the next section in which 
an approximate method for thc solution of the integral 
equation for transonic flow will be de cribed. 
,-I 
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FrG U R E 13.- T ypical curves of I , L, ~7" and ih corresponding to super-
critical flow with hock, asymmetrical solutioll. 
SIMPLIFICATIO N OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
The remainder of the present discu sion will bo concerned 
with two-dimensional fiow abou t nonlifting symmetrical 
airfoils of pecified geometry under the assumpti n that any 
shock wave which may be prcsent arc normal shocks ituatecl 
perpendicular to the x axis. The analysis will be based there-
fore on equation (54) which, when \\"I·jUen in full, i, 
(61) 
Approximate solu tions of Lhis equation could conceivably be 
worked out numerically by starting with a t\\-o-climensional 
grid of suitably elected values for u(~,I-) and iterating until 
convergence is obtained. Such calculations ,,,ould proceed 
by inserting the assumed values for u into th e double integral 
and solving to obtain the next approximation for u(x,z), 
making usc of the tangency concl ilion on the surfaces or 
function represented by I and L as discussed in the preceding 
section. If the first approximation for u is taken to be the 
re ulLs given by incompressible 01' by lin earized c mpre ible 
[low theOl·.\T, a in the R ayleigh-Janzen and other clas ical 
iteration method, it seems to be the prevailing belief that 
convergence will be obtained only whell the free-stream 
:Mach number is su.ffici ently small that the flow is sub onic at 
every point. It is at this point that 0 watitsch (refs. 20 and 
21) supplied the important idea that mixed flow fi leis con-
taining shock wave can be obtained if the startillg u distri-
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bution con tain shode wave. Thus, in place of taking the 
starting solution to be that given by incompressible or 
linearized compres ible flow theory, the idea is to start ""ith 
a reasonable guess for thc values of U, being sure to include a 
proper di con tinuity complying with thc hock relati.ons of 
eq ua tion (52), and then to proceed to the olution. As will 
be scen in the succeeding sections, i t is not necessary to be 
highly accmate in the initial guess for U. 
A SOUl'Ce of difficul ty in the numerical olution of equation 
(6 1) by an i teration process is the double integral. If it 
could be reduced to a si.ngle integral by introducing a uitabl 
approximation, the entire problem would be greatly simpli-
fied. In the present analysis, it is assumed, following 
Oswatitsch, that approximate knowledge of the velocity 
distribution is sufficient for providing a working approxima-
tion for the double integral. In particular, it i as umed that 
a sufficiently good appro)..'imation to the velocities in the 
vicinity of the wing can be expressed in terms of the local 
coordinate z, the ordinates of the airfoil smface z(x), and th e 
desired but unknown velocity distribution uw(x) on the 
airfoil smface. This permits one integration to be performed, 
thereby reducing the double integral of equation (61) to a 
single in tegral. 
A number of statements regarding the variation of u with 
z over the middle portion of the airfoil can be made immedi-
ately. For example, u star ts from the value Uw at the air-
foil surface with an intitial rate of change given by the 
irrotationality condi tion 
(62) 
and probably vanishe at great distances as I f i}. These 
conditions, of comse, are not sLrfficient to determine com-
pletely the variation of u with z, but may be u ed a th e 
basis for the development of an approximate relation. ' 
O. watitsch (refs. 20 and 21) has already considered th i step 
and has suggested the following relation: 
(63) 
of this is provided by the fact that u is indicated to be zero 
in the region ahead of the leading edge and beh ind the 
trailing edge where b is infinite and that the discontinuities 
in u at the shock smfaces are con istent with the shock 
relations only at the surface of the airfoil . The error in the 
pressures on the airfoil surfac resulting from the former are 
small due to tbe at tenuating influence of distance, and those 
resulting from the latter have been partially compen ated 
for by a readju truent of the approximation at Mach num-
bers near unity where the shock strength becomes large. 
Substitution of equation (63) in to the double integral of 
equation (61 ) permits integration with respect to f. Thus, 
by performing this integration and setting z= O, the following 
approximate integral equation is ob tained for uw : 
(66) 
E C~x)=E(X) 7r (1: X 2)5 [~IXI C5-10X2+X4)­
(1- 10X2+5X4) In IX I- 1
1
2 (1 +X2)(25-71X2_X 4_X6)] 
(67) 
The na ture of E(X) is illustrated graphically in figme 14 . 
2.4 
2.0 
E (X) 
where b i a function of x 0 chosen that the irro tationality 1.2 
condition is fulfilled at Z= O. Thus, differ entiation of equa-
tion (63) with respect to z and insertion of the definitions of 
equation (29) and the bo undary condition of equation (14) 
yield the following: 
2{33 Uw 
(ow/oX)w - -r (ow/cr:r)w 
(64) 
where Z represents the redu ced ord inate of the airfoil, 
rela ted to the actual ordinates by 
Z(X)= lc~o Z (x) (65) 
Attention is called to the fact tha t the approximate r elation 
for u(x,Z") given above is not entirely satisfactory . Evidence 
344627-ti6-3 
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FIGU RE 14.-Variation of E (X) with X. 
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Alt hough t lte integration interval is indicate 1 in equation (61 ) 
Lo ex Lend from ~ = - (X) to ~ = + (X), the contr ibu tion of the 
regions aheitd of Lhe lead ing edge and behind the trailing edge 
is Zero sill ce b is infinite. The in Legration neeel , therefore, be 
carried onL only over t be chord c. I t should be noted that 
Lhe integ ral in equation (66) corresponds to 1/2 in equation 
(56). 
Altbough equaLion (6 6) i considerably simpler than 
equat ion (61) owing to the replacement of the double in tegral 
by a single integral, ma ny of th e esse nt ial di ffi cul t ies remain 
sill ce Lll .) ili Legral equation is t ill nonlinear and the kernel 
is ingular. ince no known method s exist for the solution 
of s ll ch equa tion , we ean only proceed at the prese nt Lime 
by introducing addi tional simplifica tions. On e method 
proceeds by approximating uw with some simple funcLions 
haying c('r tain parameters temporarily unspecifi ed . Values 
for th e latter arc determined by subst itu ting the functions 
into the inl'egral equation and satisfying the equation at a 
limited number of poin ts equ al to the number of 1111 pecificcl 
parameters. At this poin t in th e analysis, Oswati tsch 
assumrcl tha t the variation of uw across the chord could 
be reprc~cn ted by a p arabola, one or two half-parabolas, 
01' a rectangle combined wi th a h alf-parabola, as illustra ted 
in figure 15, all of un p ecified heigh t and chordwise extent. 
F I (;L' RE IS. - Assumed chordwisc vari at ion of t1w used by OS" 'at it ·ch . 
1 0 aCCOll n ( wa take n in th e in tegral of th e influence of 
th e regioll between Lhe leading ec/o'e and th e station where 
u[,w=O 011 litO fo rward p art of the airfoil nor betwee n the 
sta tion \\h('1'e u[,w=O on the rear of th e auJoil and the 
t ra iling edge . Upon in er ting a elected combin atioJl of 
th e abo\"(' mentioned elements in Lo equaLion (66 ) and in te-
grat ing, th re re ulLed a y tem of simul taneo us quadratic, 
algeb ra ic equations having as mUlIY members as there 
\H' re clewe ll ts i n the sclected general form of solu tiOIi. 
I n many cases, OSll'uLitsch used only one clement, eithe r 
a parabola or a half-para bola and assumed a mean value 
for b for the r ll Lire cbord . Th e method included no provision 
[or (he in Lproveme nt of Lhe resul t through i teration or oth er 
m('ans, lI Le only mea ure of the accuracy being the degree 
of correspolldence betwee n the in itial and the final uw dis-
tr i but ion~. Neyerlhele , the result presented in rcierences 
20 a lld 2l \\-e1'e encouraging in that th ey sh owed many of 
tbe known characteristics of tn1J1sonic flow about aidoil 
In parlieular, hock waves appeared when the cri tieal 
::.rach number was exeeeded a nd moved rearward wi tb 
further increases in :Mach number. However, because the 
ini Lial val ll<'s for uw were generally subst itu ted not only 
into the integral but also into th e term UW2/2 standing 
outside tl e integral, and becau e the tangency requirrment 
on Lht' J and L curves nece sary for smoo tll transition 
from sub~;ollic to sup ersonic velocities wa not realized, a 
multiplici ty of solution was often obtained. In one case, 
three soh tions were actually given and more could h ave 
been obtained which would b ave fulfilled equally well the 
co ndi tion of CO ITe pondence between initial an d final re ult. 
In addi tion , th e quali ty of the fe ults appeared to deteriorate 
when the Mach number was in creased to high er values, the 
upper limit of acceptabili ty appearing to be a Mach numb I' 
of abou t 0.88 for 6-percen t-thick ai rfoils. 
The integral equation method has been developed fmther 
in references 22 through 25 by Gullstrand. In the first of 
t hese, referen ce 22, equaLion (61 ) is implified to a single 
in tegral equation through the usc of a more elaborate veloc-
i Ly-distribution flmction than that given in equation (63 ), 
and the 1'e ulting equ ation is solved by an iteration process. 
T he introduction of an iteration procedure makes a marked 
improvemen t over the method of Oswatitsch since it then 
becomes practical to increase greatly the number of elements 
with which UII' is represented. The method is applied to 
three 6 percent-thick NACA low-drag airfoils iLnd the re-
sulting veloeity distribu t ions are given. In eommon with 
the origi nal method of Oswat i Lsch , d ifficul tie OCCll1' when the 
M ach ]lumber i too elo e to unity. The highest Mach 
Dumber for which results arc given is 0.9l. .More recen tly, 
Gullstran d has presented approximate solutions for the 
veloeity di tributions on symmetrical airfoil in sonie flow 
in reference 23.2 In both of these "vorks, however, the itera-
tion proces proceeds by in erting the known values into 
both the integral and the term u w2/2 standing u tside the 
integral. This procedure is equivalen t to replacing the 
eeond-degree equation for uw with a linear equation and 
ob cures or loses many of the characteristic of the quadratic 
olution discussed in til preceding ection. 
The pre ent analy is al 0 proceeds through th e use of an 
iteration scheme, par tly numerical and partly gmphical, but 
Lhe known values are sub ti tu ted only into the integral at 
each tep of the proce s. Tho quadra tic natm e f the equa-
t ion is thereby r etained and the tangency condition on the 
1 an d L curves can be fulfilled. Satisfaction of the latter 
requireme nt i e sential for uniqueness and convergence. 
Ina much as the calculations for the circular-arc section 
were well advanced when Gullst1'a ncl' papers were received 
and were producing reaso nable results with the simple 
velocity-el i tribution fun ction of Oswatit oh, i t was decided 
to con tinue raLh er than to sLa.r t over using a more elaborate 
velocity-di tribution function. I L ha been founei, however , 
that adelitional atte ntion must be paid to the influence of 
the r egion behind the trailino' edge iLt the higher Mach I1llffi-
bel'S. Upon observance of these additional re finements, re-
sults are obtained for all ::'Iach number up to unity. At the 
lower 1Iach numbers, these result are in general agreement 
with Lhose found by the simpler, although more approximate, 
method of 0 watitsch. T he prese nt method carries right 
on, howeve1', into t he higher :M ach number range where the 
simpler method m eL wi th difficulties and succeed in showing 
the well-known invariance of local 11ach number with 
changes in the free- tream M aeh number a the lattel' 
approaches unity. 
:! Since equation (6L) degenerates at a 1\[a,ch number of uniLY whore .8 =0, the sonic results 
of reference 23 are obtained 0)' first deve loping a new do uble-integral eQ at ion to replace 
equation (61) and then s implifying nnd s Iving by no iteration proced ure. Tho integra l 
cquJ.tion is only used, however, to determine the \TclociLy distribution over t.he portion orthe 
airfoil forward of the station of maximum thickness. The remainder or the solutioll is ob-
tained by means of the theory of characteristiCS. 
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In the PI' en t ealeulaLions for circular-arc a irfoil , Lhe 
ncce ity for additionalrefinemen t begins at :'Ilach number 
omewhat grea ter than that at which t he shock wave reaches 
the trailing edge . Con equen tly, no attemp t is m ade to 
account for Lhe influence of the region behind the win g until 
the :'ifach number becomes ufficienLly large for the hock 
wave to rca h the trailing edge. At higher M ach number , 
tb e influenc of thi region i approxim ated in the followin g 
m anner. Fir t, i t is a slllned that Ltl shock wave which 
tand a t Lhe trailing edge r emains of the trong family a 
the free- tr am :Mach number is increa cd Lo uniLy. IL is 
as um ed furt hermore that the flow is parallel to the x axis a t 
the hock po ition a nd that the hock wave is normal Lo the 
local flow . With the e a umption , i t follow from equa-
tion (45) that the value of U immediately behind the hock 
wave ar rela Led to tho e immediately ahead of the shock by 
(6 ) 
ince U a 1 given by equa tion (63), it follows that Ub can be 
expressed in term of the valu e of uw and b immedia tely 
ahead of th shock wave in the following manner : 
(69) 
Because the shock terminates wi thin a fini te distance of the 
airfoil at all sub onic Mach numb er , equation (69 ) is 
appropriate only within a cer tain range of IZ-I, namely, 
that for which Ua> 1. In the pre en t calculation , th end of 
the shock occurs at uch large Iz-I when the shoek is at the 
Lrailing edge that equa tion (69) has been u ed to represen t 
the values for U behin 1 the trailing edge for all IZ-I. It is 
fur ther assumed that the eon tribu tion of the region behind 
the trailing edge can be satisfactorily approximated by 
equating U to Ub for all poill ts behind the trailing edge . I t is 
recognized Lhat neither of t hese assump Lions con ti LuLe a 
good approximaLion for U at great di Lances from the wing, 
bu t t he attenuating influence of di tanc dimini hes th e 
n or in the values of the in tegral aL poin t on the ai.rfoil 
udace. In thi way, equa t ion (66) comes to be replaced 
wiLh the following rela tion determin ed from equ at ion (61) 
by performing an integraLion wi th r spect to f und er the 
as ump tion thaL Lhe variation of U with Z- (or t ) j given by 
equation (63) for tation ahead of the Lrailing edge and by 
equ ation (69) for sta tions b ehind the Lrailin O" edge . 
- _ - +uw _ c uw E <; -x d~-.2 E <; -x It+ - 2 J - 2 (t -) U 2J +<» (t -:.) 
uw-ULw 2 0 2b b <; 2b
a 
C J b
a 
G <; 
UlVaJ +'" (~-x) 
- F -- cl~ 2ba C ba (70) 
where E i as defin ed by equ a tion (67) and F is g ive n by 
F 0 b X) =F(X")= 7r (1 ~X2)3 [7r IX I(3-X2)-
2(1-3X2)In IXI-(3+2X2 - X 4) ] (7 1) 
Th Il atur of P(X") is illu sLraLecl graphically in fl gl;re 16. 
In Lbi case it i apparen t lhaL the Lhree integrals of equa li on 
(70) Laken toget her correspond to 1/2 in rquaLion (56). 
To summari ze, equatio n (66) i used in the pre enL calcu -
lations when the M ach number is Ie th an Lhat at which the 
llOCk wa ve fir L reache the trailing edge, all d equation (70) 
is u cd for higlte r M ach numbe r . Ko ignifieant di CO Il -
linu i ti s are procluced in Lhe value of Lbe in tegral , however , 
ince the co nt ribu t ion of the addil iona l integral onl.\' 
becomes significant at ?\Iaclt number groate r Lhan tha.L aL 
which the procedure is changC'd . 
6 
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FHa-HE 16.- Varialion of F(.\') wil h X. 
MER ICAL EV AL UATIO N OF I NTEC UAL 
2.5 3.0 
One of the p rincipal Lop in the iteration method u ed 
herein for Lhe olu t ion of equation (66) and (70) i the 
valuation of the inteO"ral . ince uw and b are generally 
pre crib d by a eL of n umerical value rather than b.\-
analytical funct ion , a numerical t echnique ha been used 
[or the inteO"eation. Tbi proee con i t of replacing Lhe 
prescribed uw el i t ribution with a tepwi e approximation a 
indicated in figu re 17 , introducing a mean yalue for b for 
each of the rectangular C'lemen t , in trgratinO" to determine 
the con t ribut ion of a ingle clemen L, and umminO" the 
influence of all Lhe cl ment. The contribulion of a ingle 
clemenL of wiMh l ituaLecl on the a irfoi l ch rd , a typ ifiC'cl b~' 
t he haded area of figure 17 , i gi\~ n b~~ 
Urv/ 11 [(:r-~l), (2l')J= uw/ rf;+~ E 11-]) d~ (72) 2 l j bj 2b ; J i'_I.!" b, 
" 2 
__ J 
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F I GU R E l7 .-·Stepwise approximation used in eva luation of integral 
"' h n shock wave i forward of t railing edge. 
Upon perfo.·I an ce of the indicated opera tion , the fo llowing 
express ion is obtained for j l: 
ijl= 1 2 (1 ~ A~4 { 3; I~ I [(l + A 2)4- (1+ A 2)2+ 8 (1+ A 2)-81+ 
I2A (.LF - I ) In I A I -A(l +A~ [(1 +A~2+ 1 21 } + 
1 2 (1 ~ B2) 4 { 3; I~ I [ (l +B2)4- ( 1 +B~2+ (l +B~- 1+ 
(73) 
(74) 
Th us, th e ill tc'grals in equa tions (66) and (70 ) tha t contain 
E are appl'os imated as fo lloll-s : 
It, is eviden t from equ ation (70 ) that the contribu tion of 
a single clement of width l situated behind a shod;: at the 
trail ing edgl' , a typified by th e shaded area of figW'e 1 , 
is composed of two part. T he fu'st depends on an in tegl'al 
involving E (X ) and is evaluated u ing il in the mann er ju t 
describ ed fOt, d ements on the ai rfoil. Th e ccond depe nds 
on an integr al involving F (A) 
FIG U RE IS .- Stepwise approx imation used in evalu a t ion of integral 
when hock wave is a t t ra iling edge. 
wh ich , upon evaluation, yields 
i gl=(1 +~2)2 { ; I~I [(l +A2)2+ (l +A~-21 -2A ln IA I-
A (l +A~ } + (l :B~2{ ; I~ I [(l +B2)2+(1+B~-21 -
2B In IB I- B (l + B 2) } (77) 
where A and B r emain as defi ned in equa tion (74 ), T hus, 
th e integral which contains F in equ ation (70 ) i approxi-
m ated as follow : 
(7 ) 
Values of il and gl arc prescnted graphically in figW'e 19 
and 20, (It is noted that the graphs in r efel'enc -. 21 that 
cOl'l'espond to figure 19 of this repor t arc mislabele ,) 
VVi th the simplifica tions in troduced in thi s section, the 
function I of equation (56 ) is approximated by 
I(x) = 2~ U;2 jl [(3: li ~) (~lJ ] (79) 
for ':- fach numbcrs less than tho se for which the shock vvave 
is situ ated at the t raili ng edge of Lhe airfoil , and 
(80) 
for larger ':-lach numb ers, 
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-or val'l ous val ue of --. omputed from equation (73) , b i I, 
D ETE RM I ATIO , OF UL", 
Tho Lerm UL w that appear in the in tegral oquation fo r 
transonic flow repre ents the value fol' U o'ivon by lineal' 
theol'Y for poinl on tbe aU'foil LuJaco. IL values can bo 
ob tained fl'om the O'onol'al two-dimensional solution fol' UL 
givon in equation (47) by performing the indicatod operation 
and otting 2=0. A noted in oq uation (51), implification 
occw's for tho symmotrical non lifLing auJoil boing con idel'od 
herein bocauso 
( 1) 
The Oauchy principal valuo i under tood in th o la t integral. 
The present calculation are for thin cu'cular-arc auJoi l fol' 
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wb ich tho rod ucod ordinate Z" of th o UppOl' surface are givon 
b!' 
Zu=k~o Z,,=k~O {2{~-(D]} =2TC [~-(D] ( 3) 
whore T r eprosent a r oduced thickness ratio which i r elated 
to tho actual thickno ratio as follow 
- kUo t T =--f33 C ( 4) 
Porforming tho indicaLed oporation glVO tho following 
oxpro ion for ULw: 
- 4 - [ (1 X) 1 x J U L = - T 1 + -- - n _ 
IV 7r 2 c c-x ( 5) 
,Ye Lhu have, by ub ti tuting equation ( 5) into equaLiolJ 
(59), 
L (i) = 2uL -1=-T [1+(.!.-~) In :c _J-1 
IV 7r 2 c c-x ( 6) 
It i een that T play the role of a imilal'iLy parnmetot'. 
TIm , ULw for a family of ymrnetrical nonlifting airfoil h av-
ing Lhe arne lhicknes eli tribuLion clrpend only on T and 
the po itioll coordin ate 7/c. In pection of the integral equa-
tion for transon ic flow sllo\\' thal their olution for uw al 0 
elopeD 1 only on T and -:tIc. 
::-Iany pt'e\-iou paper on tran onic flow (e. g., refs. 12, 
14, 16, 17, and 1 ) havo used the ymbol ~ o to de ignat a 
::-h ch numbr1' thickne ratio parameter lifi'erenL from Lhe 
parameto1' T u eel h eroin. The clefiniLion of ~ o, uitably gen-
I 
---... ~ 
I 
L _ 
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r raliz('([ Lo allow for var iOlls express ions for k, and th r r ela-
tio n I)(' twe( n ~ o a nd 7- arc as follows : 
] - It,if} _(~T)2 /3 ~o= - [U ok (t/c) ] 2/ 3 (87) 
Thr pa ram('( l'r ~ o possesses Llie distin ct pr acLical advalltage 
of approachin g' zero taLite r than infini ty a LIte Mach number 
approach e l lnit y . Th e correspond ing parameter referring 
to th e loca l ondit ions has commonly heen des ignated by 
th e sym bol ~. 
~= 
I - M 2 
[Uok(t/c)F/3 (88) 
lI'h ere J1 is the local Mach number. Since the qu a ntity 
1 - .IF is s.l IO\m in equ ation (24) Lo be equ ivalent, in th e 
presen L ap roximation , Lo 1- j\f/- lcu, th e relatio n for ~ 
may br rellTi Lte n as 
1- M o2 - ku ~=- [U
o
lc(t/c)]2/3 (89) 
whicli m ay b r exprrss rd In terms of U and T as follows : 
u- l ~= -:;- 2/ 3 
ITE ATIO N SOLUTION OF I NTEG R AL EQUA TIO N 
(90) 
Solutions of th e simplifi ed integral equa t ions h ave been 
obtain ed for tran onic flow abou L circular-arc auJoil by 
using a Illim erical a nd graphical process. Four sligh tly 
different le ::hniques a re u sed dep endi ng on th e Nlach num-
be r o r, m O'e prec isely , on th e valu e of T . One procedure 
is lI scd for the subcr itical Nrach number r ange, a second is 
used in a n :ltlempt to .find supercri t ical shock-free solutions, 
a Lhird to dete rm ine sup el'critical solu tions in th e r ange of 
T for whi ch th e shock pos it ion is fo rward of th e traili ng edge, 
a nd a [OUl' I Ii for till la rge r valu es of T . The laLte)' range 
C'xtends lip to a free-s trcam Mach number of unity . 
Suberitieal flows. - SoluLions for sm all Mach numbers can 
hr obta in ed hy a di rec t iteration proces s tarLin O" with th e 
lill ear-U}('oJ'y ' oluLion . In deta il, the calculation proceed in 
the foll o \\-ing manner. The valu C's of u&w cOl'1'esponding to a 
g ivr n 7- (sl ,ecified thi ckn es r a t io and Nlach number) arc 
calcula tecl f rom e.qu a tio n (85 ) . Th e ULw curve is approxi-
ma ted will II s tep \\-ise d istribution of ten s teps, and th e 
values of th e .r curve arc computed Lherefrom using equa tion 
(79) . Kll o \\' ing Lh e yalu e of ULWex) and .rCX ), one obtains a 
fi rst app ro.\ ima tion to u wex ) using equation (59) . The 
p rocrss is now repeated u ing the yalues fo r uw to calcula te a 
ne \\' I curv(' , f rom \I'hich a , econd approxima t io n call be de-
termin ed for 7i w, etc . A typi cal se t of results illu s tra ting th e 
co nve rge nce of th e p rocess is shown in fi gure 21. The 
pl'ocrss appea.r to converge rapidly , at lea. t in th e presrnt 
calcula t ions, \\'hel1eve1' the Nlach number (or mo re properly r ) 
is suffic i('n tl r sm all th a. t U docs no t exceed unity (or th e local 
\'eloc ity dOl 'S not become supersonic) at any poin t in the 
ca lcul a ti on . If T i inc reased to a valu e uch that U becom es 
equal to o l1 e a t a ny tepin the i trmtion , howrver, the process 
te rm ina trs :tb ruptly w iLh thr appearal1 ce of complex valu es 
of U. Sin c(, tJl e resul ts of ucee ive iterat ions oseilla te in 
lh is Maclt number ra ngr a ncl sincQ the star ting UL dis tribution 
pro vides m a,ximum valu es Lha t are too small , ny uch 
termina tion occurs in th e firs t i tera t ion step. Su ch an 
abrupt termi nation of th e calcula tion i in m arked con tra t, 
Lo th e well-kn own property of th e clas ical iter a Lio m eth od 
of produ cing seconcl- and higher-order oluLions indicating 
shock-free mixed Hows. It will be sh own in th e followin g 
discuss iol1 that th e differ nce in behavior is no t a pl'odu cL of 
th e add it io nal assump tions and app roxim a t ions ill t rodu ced 
h erein , but stems d irec tly from the recog ni tion anci r etention 
of th r q uadratic nature of equ a tion (61) . 
,-- First opprox. 
--= :S r -- - Third opprox. 
.3 
uLw -- -- - - -- ..... - 1·- --- ..... ~ ~ , y/ ,/ 
L 
, 
\ I !- Second opprox . 
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FI r. L1 H E 21 .- R cs ul ts o f it e ration calcul at ions in t hc subcri Lical r a ngc, 
7' = 0.229. 
Thi poin t can be discussed in gr ea ter detail by confining 
atLen Lion to only the fir t step of the i teration procedUl'e in 
wh ich th e I curve is calcula ted u ing UIV= ULw' If the presen t 
iteration procedure is used , if th e ULw cW've is replaced wi th 
ten rectangular steps a shown in figure 17, and if th e I CUI've 
is calculated us ing equa tion (79), th en equation (66) y ields 
the following resul t for u w at the 50-percen t-chorcl statio n 
of a ci reular-arc airfoil: 
(91) 
For low M ach numbers, r is small, the d iscriminan t is posi-
tive , and the firs t approximation for uw can b e r eadily ob-
tain ed using the minus sig n. As r increa es, the value of 
the discriminan t decreases a nd become nega tiv . wh en r 
exceeds 0.490. Thi value of T, ther efore, repr en ts an 
upper l im iL for the :V[ach number a L which tho pr esen t 
process can lead to a. useful r esult if the star ting uw distribu-
tion is tak en to be tha t g ive n by lineal' th eory . The value 
of u w(c/2) given by equation (91 ) is equal to (4r!-lr ) at 
small r, ancl atta ins a ma.ximum v alue of unity when T= 0.490. 
Th e classical i tera tion methods of subsonic flow theory 
h ave not shown such an abrupt termina tion of solutions 
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upon attainment of sonic velocity . The ame ituation 
occur with the pr ent equations if the itera tion procedure 
is alLered 0 as to conform with th e classi al methods. This 
change consist imply of ubs titu ting ULw in to not only the 
integral of equa tion (66) but also the term u lI,2/2 tandin o' 
ou tside the integral, thereby converting the quadra tic 
equation for UII' in to a linear eq ua Lion . If thi proc dur is 
adop ted together wi th the same value for the inteoTal that 
wa used to obta in equation (91 ), tbe re ul t of the fu'st 
iteration i 
(92) 
ince a linear equation i olved a t every tep of the itera tion 
proce ,the procedure never terminates. Valu es for uw in 
the midchord region become larger with every itera tion step , 
however , and it eems to be the prevailing belief tha t con-
vergenc is ob tained only for ::\lach number Ie than the 
cri tical. 
It i of in tere t to compare the approximate result of the 
fu· t i teration step reviewed above wi th the exact re ul t for 
the ame airfoil given by H an tz che and Wend t in reference 
32. If the latter result are made omparable to the presen t 
r e ult by taking the limi ting value corre ponding to mall-
disturbance tran onic flow theory, the exact r esult of th fu'st 
iteration step i 
- (C) 4 - +( 5 1) - 2 4 - + 0 2-~ - 2 U w - =- T 2 - - T = - T . bI T 27r 7r4 7r (93) 
The fir L term of both equation (92) and (93) is that given 
by lineal' theory and i the sam e in bo th alcula tions. The 
eliffer nce in the coeffieient of the econd term i the res ult 
of the errors in troduced in the approximate olu tion of 
equatioIl (61) (i. ., the veloei ty-eli tribu tion function , fi nite 
step for UII' , etc.) and is ome ort of a m ea ure of the accu-
racy of the approximate calculations. Ju t a with equation 
(92), a value for UII' can be calculated for all T, although the 
qu estion r emains of whether the resul t is a valid fir t tep in 
a convergen t proce . 
If Hantz che and W endt had performed their itera tion 
calculations in a malUler comparable to that de cribed herein 
o that the valu of UL are no t introduced a an approxima-
tion for U in determinin O' the important influence of the poio Ls 
lying near P , they would have ob tained the folIo winO' relation 
(again to the approxima tion of tran onic ft.ow theory) a the 
r esult of the fir t i teration: 
(94) 
Thi re ul t is directly comparable wi th tha t given in equa-
t ion (91 ) excep t that the double inLegral of equation (61) i 
evalua ted exac tly rather th.an approximately. Agai.n, the 
accUl'acy of the approximation can be evaluated by com-
paring Lhe two equa tion . ?-. Ior impor tallt , hOIl'C'ver , i the 
lact tha t the exact re ul ts al 0 termin ate when ~ exceed a 
cer tain value (0.503) and that the corresponding value for 11, 
is uni ty. Thi ubj ect i discus ed in greaLer generality in 
App endix B. 
A noted a bove, Lhe fu · t step of tbe pre ent ileraLion pro-
ced ure tf],rting wi th. UL produces maximum yalue for U 
that arc too large. Co nsequently, the calculations Lerminate 
a t a value of ;: t hat i omewhat les th a n cO lTesponci to 
th t rue critical )' l ac h number. ,olu tio ll can be obtained 
for the remain der of the sub ritical ::\1ach number rangc, 
howevcr , if the tartin g uw is selected having Lhe same gc neral 
form b ut la rger value than the correspo nding u"w el i t ri-
bu tion . A good startinO' distribu t ion can b obtained b.\· 
imply extrapolating the finalresul L for maIler T. 
Calculation of Lhe type jus/' described have bee n carried 
thl'ouO'h for several value of r less than the cri t ical value 
(Tcr= 0. 59 ), defined as the smalle t valu of 7 at which so ni 
velocity (Uw = 1) is attained in the fi nal Lran oni e olution. 
T he re uIt of Lhe e calculation are presenled in the form of 
chor 1wi e li w di tl'ibu tion for variou T in fl O' llJ'e 22, and in 
1.2 r-----,----,-----,-- - - - ,----...., 
1.0 f-- ---+----1---:>........,-+---__j1-----j 
.8 r-------~----+_+_------4-~----~------~ 
l' = 1'cr=.598 
1' =.500--
=.400--
=.229-- \ \ 
=.130 --I. \ \ \ 
.6 r-------~~~~~------__1--~~--+_------_1 
O l--.~--+_-------+------__jl_------+_--~---
- .2
0
:--.:.L- -:----- ....l-----I,- --...L.---....I.--..J 
.2 A .6 .8 1.0 
x/c 
FW URE 22.- Chordll'ise var ialion of ll.w for var ious T in Lhe subcriLical 
range. 
ihe form of curve of Uw vcr us;;: for vUl'ioLl x/c in fig ure 23 .3 
Th corre ponel ing valli uLw givc n by li neal' Lheo ry are al 0 
howll in fig ure 23 . omparison of th lwo ct o[ curves 
reveal that lhc value of Uw co incide \\-ilh lho e [or ULII' al 
, Thc rcsults for T=T" are also included on (hese (('aphs in ordcr (0 comple(e the subcritica1 
range, c,'cn lhough they arc obtained using a diITerent iteration procedure. inee the pro-
cedure is the same a,< that describcd in the next section, however, no further comment i 
nece sary at this point. I 
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small r (low Mach number) bu t become larger than those for 
11,Lw at most stations on the airfo il as 7 approaches 7eT• The e 
trends, which are in accord with g nerally accepted experi-
mental and theoretical 1'e ult , will be di cussed at greater 
length in a later ection. 
Shock-free supercritical fiows .- AlLhough it i indicated 
in the preceding discu sion that the present iteration proce 
loes not lead to supercritical hock-free flow about airfoils 
when the tarting point for the iteration calculation j 11,L , it 
i consi lered of importance and intere t to a certain the be-
havior of the pre ent approximation when uch a olu tion is 
delib raLcly ought by starting with ufficiently large value 
for U that I is greater than L. The interest in this matter is 
hei ·htened by the fact that the Ie detailed method used by 
Oswati t ch lead to such l'e uIt over a limi ted range of up 1'-
critical Mach number . (See figs. 4 (c) and 4 (d) of ref. 20 or 
fig . 7 (c) and 7 (d) of ref. 21. ) Ac ordinaly, iteration calcula-
tion have been performed star ting with T greater than 70T 
and a ymmetrical shock-free 11,rv di tribution containing a 
region of supersonic flow (uw> 1) over the middle portion of 
Lh chord. A slight change in the iteration procedme i 
nece ary , however, to elinlinate the difficulty ari ing from 
the requirement de cribed in . an earlier e tion that I = L 
at the onic point . To carry out the oIu tion in the same 
manner as before would requi.re that the Urv di tribu ion be 
found for which the corresponding I cmve is tangent to a 
given L cmve. Rather than attemp ting to find solu tions by 
1 1 ,_ 
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such indirect mean, a method i u eel in which a new value 
of 7 i determined in uch a manner that the tangency con .. 
dition i fulfilled. I n parLicular, the procedme i to calculate 
the I curve u ing equation (79) and the as umed values of 7 
and urv . 1'he n xt Lep con ists of plotting Lhe I CUl've and 
fi tLino' an L curve computed from equation ( 6) for whatever 
value of T i nece ary to fulfill the tangency condiLion a 
shown in figure 10. A new et of value for Urv can now be 
calculated u ing equation (59). 
uw= l ± .,II - L (59) 
where the minu ign is used at tations upstream from the 
forward onic point and downstream from the rear onic 
point and the plus sign is u cd for the intermedia te tations. 
This pl'Oce s has been carri ed out for a Dumber of assum ed 
in iLiaI Urv eli tributions. F igure' 24 show a Lypical set of 
results obtained by Lar Li.ng with an initial value for 7 of 0.65 
and a Uw di tribu Lion 0 b tained by extrapolating the Lrend 
indicated by the oluLions for sub cri tical flow . The a -
umed initial distribution i indicated by a dotted line in the 
upper portion of part (a) and the as ociatecl J and L curves 
are hown immediately below. The tangency requirement 
i fulfilled by taking 7= 0.642 which compare well with the 
initial value of 0.65. The corre pondillg 11,rv dist ribution 
calculated therefrom i shown in Lhe upper porLion of part (a). 
everal poin L of in tere L are Lo be HoLed. The first, of 
course, I that the a limed and calculated uw di tribu tioll 
-
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FIGURJ" 24.- R suits of successi,·e iter ation sl eps in an att empt to find ~\ shock-free LJpereritical salu Lian. 
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are distinctly dis imilar. The second is that the calculated 
distribution bear a marked resemblance to a result given 
by Oswatit ch ( ee fig. 4 (d) of ref. 20 or fig . 7 (d) of rof. 21) 
which may be de cribed as a symmetrical uw distribution 
containing an abrupt cxpan ion on the front of the auJoil 
and a compression shock symmetri cally situated on the rear 
of the airfoil . 
ince the a sumed and calculated Uw distributions are too 
dissimilar to be regarded as olution , the iteration proce 
wa continued, using the calculated resul ts of the fu'st tep as 
the initial values for the econd step. The 1'e ults of th is 
calculation are summarized in part (b). A indicated, 7 
changes from 0.642 to 0.671 and the new Uw distribution is 
again markedly di similar to the initial distribution. The 
calculations have been can-ied through several more steps 
and the results are shown in par ts (c) through (f). It can 
be een that the initial and calculated Uw di tribution do not 
agree, even qualitatively, until everal steps of the it ration 
proce s have be n completed . In the m eanwhile, the value 
of 7 has decreased to approximately that for the eritical 
Mach number and the region of super onic How has effec-
tively disappeared. The sLxth andla t step of the iteration 
calculation presented in figure 24 has produced a value of 
7= 0.600 and a Uw distribution nearly identical with that 
hown in figure 22 for the critical Mach number (7e7= 0.59 ). 
Although this figure shows the results of only one eries of 
calculations, similar results have been obtained starting with 
other as umed symm etrical, hock-free, upercritical Uw dis-
tributions. TO case was found in which the calculated values 
rep ated the assumed values until T had decreased to ap-
proximately TeT and tho supersonic zone had vani heel. 
It should be noted before leaving this section that the e 
results are not pre ented with the intention of proving or 
disproving anything a bou t the more fundamental ques tion 
of the e,,"1 tence or nonexistence of hock-free tran onie flows. 
The purpose, rather, is to illustrate the behavior of the 
pre ent approximation furni hod by the simplified integral 
equation and the iteration method of solution. 
Supercritieal flows- shock wave forward of the trailing 
edge.- The preceding section ha shown how th e present 
method of calculating velocity di tl'ibutions on thin air-
foil fails to converge wh en 7 i groater than 7eT and the How 
is assumed to be shock free. The iden tical iteration proces 
will converge rapidly to a solution, however, if th e initial uw 
distribution contains a discontinui ty in accord with the 
hock relation . The method tarts by electing a value for 
T and assuming a r easonable distribution for uw over the 
chord. The main point to observe in the election of uw is 
Lo include a shock wave (a discon til1uity in uw) through which 
uw jumps from 1 +!J. immediately ahead of the shock to 1- !J. 
immediately behind the hock. As noted previously, uch 
a jump in uw is consistent with the a sumption that the 
hock wave is a weak normal hock. The next tep is to 
calculate the I curve 1I ing equation (79 ) and the assumed 
values of uw and 7. Tho I curve i plotted aJld an L curve 
is computed u ing equation (86) and whatever valu of 7 i. 
necessary to fulfill the tange ncy co ndition, a illu trated in 
figure 13. A new set of valu es of uw can now be calculated 
u ing equation (59), taking proper care to change from the 
minus to the plus sign at the point of tangency and then r e-
turn to the minus sign aft of the as umod shock position. In 
this way, a new approximation for the uw distribll tiOll cor-
responding to the new value for T is obtaino 1, but the posi-
tion of the hock wave i unaltered. If the new values for 7 
and uw are sufficien tly clo e to the ass umed values, it i pre-
umed that an approximate olution has been found. In 
general, however , such a close correspondence i not obt.ained 
after the fu'st step, and the entire calculation is repeated 
using the new values for 7 and uw in place of those assumed 
initially. Throughout the proces , the position of the shock 
wave i kept fixed, and the value of 7 i allowed to vary a 
neces ary. In this way, the iteration process elects the 
olution for a aiven shock position rather Lhan for a given 
Mach number . This proce was carried out with the shock 
wave situated at several different tations on the airfoil 
chord and was found to converge rapidly even when the 
selected initial values for uw and T differed considerably from 
their final values. A typical et of results (namely, that for 
the shock po ition fixed at 90-percent-chord station) i shown 
in figure 25. In conunon with the rest of the calculation, 
the initial values for uw and 7 were selected by extrapolating 
3 
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the trends ind icated by th e calculation s for morc forward 
shock positions. 
Oalculation of the t~Tpe just described have been carried 
through with the posiLion of the shock wave fixed at 60-, 
70-, 80-, 90-, and 100-percent chord . The resul ts are 
presented as chordwi e uw distr ibution for various T in 
figure 26 and a the variation of uw with T at d ee ted alue 
of x/c in figme 27 . 
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F IGURE 26.-Chordwise variation of uw for va ri oll T, shock wave for-
ward of t ra ili ng edge . 
In order to tes t the me thod fUl'Lher , calculations were 
repeated in many of the cases usinO' a difl'erent se t of initial 
values for T and uw. The results of two such calculation 
for the shock position a t the 90-percen t-chord tation are 
shown in figure 2. Although the 1'e ul ts shown in part (a) 
were obtained using value for uw th at were purposely 
elected to be too large and tho e of parL (b ) Lo be too small, 
it can be seen that similar results arc obtained after only a 
few steps of th e iteration pl'oce s. These ame results arc 
presented in a econd mann er in figUl'e 29 wherein the values 
of uw at several s tation on the chord are plo t ted as a func-
Lion of 7. The final values to which the calculations con-
verge (i. e., those given in fig. 27) are indica ted by the solid 
line. The points connected by the do tted line are the 
values obtained at each s tep of the calculations . It may 
be seen that the present procedUl'e appear first to place 
the value of Uw and 7 on the CUl've of correct solu tions and, 
ubsequently, to converge to the fu1al result. 
Supercritical flows- shock wave at th e trailing edge.- T h e 
calculation just described indi cate that the shock wave 
moves rearward with increasing T and reaches the trailing 
edge when 7 = 1.34, corresponding to a Mach number of 0.92 
for a 4-percent- th ick circular-arc ection. The calculation 
for larger subsonic Mach number were performed under 
the assumption that a strong shock wave remain at the 
trailing edge. A in the preceding analysi , the shock wave 
is a sumed to tand perpendicular to the x axis, and the flow 
is assumed to be normal to the shock wave, even though 
these conditions canno t be conect a t the base of the shock 
wave ince the flow mu t tmn through a fini te angle. 
The method of calculation u ed for the higher .Mach 
number range where the shock wave s tands a t the trailing 
edge is essentially the same a that u eel for mL'{ed flows at 
lower .Mach numbers. A light modifica t ion enters in that 
the I CUl've is calculated by mean of equa tion (80) rather 
than (79). This change is made becau e the contribution 
of the region immedia tely behind the trailing edge becomes 
of increa ing ignificance a the M ach number approaches 
unity . ince the contribution is mall a t the lowe t lV1ach 
number for which the shock wave i si tua te 1 at the trailing 
edge, no ignificant di con tinui ty is produced in the r es ul ts 
by this change in proccdUTe. A difficulty arise in the itera-
tion proces , however , because there i no longer any dis-
tinguishing feature to fix the value of 7 for which the solu t ion 
is being ought. To review, for pUTe subsonic flows, T itself 
can be maintained at a fixed value from step to step in the 
iteration proces . A t M ach n umber omewhat greater 
than the critical , where the hock wave stand on the airfoil , 
the tangency requiremen t m akes it difficul t to prescribe 7 
directly bu t a ati factory method is ob tained by fixinO' the 
hock po ition and carrying out the i teration proce until 
the a socia ted value for 7 i found. A t till larger ?v1ach 
numbers, the fir t method i of no avail and the econd 
metllocl canno t produce a uniqu e 1'e uIt lllce the hock wave 
i con idered to be u,w d a t the trailing edge over the re t of 
the range of ubsonic free-stream ::'I1ach number . For lack 
of a better m ethod, the calcula tion were carried ou t for 
this range using a procee! UTe tha t migh t be de cribed as 
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FIGUR E 28.- R e ults of iterat ion calculation star ted with deli berately poor ass umption for 1); "" shock wave at gO-percent chord . 
being partly iteration and partly trial and error . The 
calculation proceed a follows: A value of T is selected 
and an e timate made for the a ociated uw distribution. 
On the basis of the e values, calculation are performed 
re ulting in a new set of value for T and uw. imilar cal-
culation are repeated on a trial-and-error ba is u ing 
the ame uw distribution but various values for T un til 
the re ul ting T i equal to the assumed value_ These 
value are then plo tted on a graph of uw versu T. If the e 
value were an actual solu tion of the integral equation , the 
re ulting values of uw would al 0 be equal to the a sumed 
values. In the pre ent calcula tions, however, the resul ting 
value of Uw are generally found to be somewhat smaller 
than the assum d values. The e new values for uw, to-
gether with a smaller value for T, are next taken a the tart-
ing value for a econd erie of trial-and-error calculations . 
Again, the uw di tribution i held fi."md a variou value are 
tried for T. The calculations are again terminated when 
the value of T i 0 elected that it repeats itself. The values 
of uw and T are th n plotted on the graph. Unfortunately, 
i t wa not found pos ible in the present calculation to de-
termine a et of values for uw and T that would r peat them-
elves preci ely. In all case inve tigated, the value of 
uw and T were found Lo diminish omewhat in uccessive 
iteration step. The OUTce of thi difficulty ha not been 
a certained at the present time. It could be due to one or 
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more of tl e s implifying a ump tioll s in Lrodu ced in the ap-
proximaLe c lculations 0 1' i t could be d ue to Lhe fact lnat 
an iteration process l\'a not devised whi ch wou lcllead Lo a 
definite l'ewlt, as at smaller 7. 
There a re a number of po ill ts, howeve r, which lenei to 
indicate LI La! the ucces ive value of uw a ncl T obtaill ed 
after the fir l few iteration sleps may be regarded as lI ear 
solutions. ne of th ese co ncern th e fact thaL cal clil a tions 
made starl ing wilh different ini tial valu es for uw a nd T 
conver ge to a common r e ult after lhe fi rst few iteration 
sLep. To illustratr, resul t of typical se ri e of calcul aL io ns 
starting wilh T of about 20 a nd three different uw distribu-
tion are bown in figure 30. I t can be see n Lhat th c Lbree 
se Ls of calntlation all cOll ve rge to determin e a single lin e 
afLer the Jirst few iterations. In order to promote in igh t 
into the s ig; nificance of th e indicated variat ion of T from tep 
to slep of thriteration proce , lhe corre po nding :M ach 
n umbers l'or a 4-percenL-Lhick section a re also show n. 
Comparison on this ba i hOII- th aL the variat ion of ':'l ach 
number fl'0m sLep Lo step of th e iteration proces is \'Cry 
mall . 
24 r------,-----,------.-------.-----.-----~ 
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FW[;HE 30.- R e ult. f i teraLion calculations star tcd wi t h dcli b rately 
poor assumption for 1111', shock wa,'c at t railing edge. 
An addilional facto!' lend ing crede nce to th e ap plicability 
of th e solu t ions for large T i provided by Lh e ph enomcnon 
of th e 1ach number freeze wherein th e local 1\1a ,b number 
is invarianL with ch a nge in the free-stream Mach number 
lI'h en the latter i neal' uniLy or, more pl'eci ely, 
(95) 
JL is knO ln\ from the pape rs of Vincenli and " 'ago ner (ref. 
14), Liepmann and Bryso n (refs . 2 a nd 29 ), and othol' that 
Lhe co rre ponel ing app roximale relation y ielded by th e m all-
disturballce Lra nso nic theo ry is 
(~) - 0 d~o ~o=o- (96) 
If the parametcl' k involved in Lh e defin itiOIl of ~ j inde-
pe ndent of kIo, as is Lh e ca e whell Ie is taken to bc as given 
in equa lion (1 7), a lld if th e local Mach number lvl is cal-
culated u ing equalion (24 ), the a bove two r elat ion arc 
completely equivalent. If Ie contain Jlo, h owever, as i t 
does in the preferred definiLioll give n in equaLion (7), rlJd /dlvlo 
only vani hes \dwn 1111, a well as lillo, equal unity. If it is 
a umed that the freeze extends over a finite rang of 1Iach 
numbers, Uw va ri ation o[ U \\-ith T mu t obC'v th follow ing 
relation [o r largr T: " 
u- J ~ = 7'2/ 3 =con t. (97) 
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EquaLion (97) h a be n used to compute a curve of Uw 20 
vel' u 7' lwder th e a ump tiOl1 Lhat th e freeze extend s at 
lea t Lo as mall a value of 7' a 10, which correspond to a 
Mach number of 0.97 for a 4-percent-thick section. These 
line, which all have the characteri t ic form 
(9 ) 
are al 0 shown in figure 30. I t ca ll be ee n that th e line 0 
d tennin d are almost identical with Lho e determined pre vi-
Oll ly afLer th e fu· t few step of the iteration proce . Thi 
compari on how that tbe olutions obtained by the iteration 
proce po ess th e phenomenon of th e Mach number freeze. 
A further ch eck was made by extrapolating th e curves of Uw 
vcr u 7' to T= 40 with th e aid of equation (98 ) and using 
the value thus obtained as the initial values for a n iteration 
alculation. It i found that these values nearly satisfy Lhe 
integral equation al thougb the value of Uw and T diminish 
lightly from step to step during th e iteration proce , jusL 
as at th e malleI' values of T. The ignificance, in term of 
YIach number , of the e ch a nge j even malleI' Lhan aL 
lower 11ach numbers. For example, the change produced 
in the value of u and T in the fir t tep of the iteration 
proce s correspond, for a 4-p reent-thick section, to an 
incli cernible change in the local M:ach number and a change 
in the fre -stream M aeh number of less than 0.001. On the 
ba i of th e e re ult , it appears propel' to extrapolate the 
curve of Uw versus T to values of T approaching infinity, 
c01'l'esponding to a Mach number of unity , by using equa-
tion (9 ). 
The re ult of the calculations for t he range of T for whi h 
the hock wave is at t he trailin cy edge are ummarized in 
figure 31 and 32. 
RESULTS 
RES ULTS I N TE UMS OF REDUCED QUANTITIE 
The calculations de cribed in t he preced ing ection have 
produce 1 v alue for the veloci ty distributions at the surface 
of t hin circular-arc airfoils in flows having free-stream U ach 
number ran CYing from zero to unity. The e result are pre-
/ 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
16 ~------~------~~------4_-------1----~~ 
12 1-------~-------If_------4_--~_,~_,~--~ 
en ted in graphical form in figure 22, 23,26 , 27,31 anel 32 O l--~'HN-----If_---+-----t-------i 
in terms of t he reduced quan t itie u and T de fin ed in equaLions 
(29) and ( 4) and repeated below. 
-
T 
wh ere k represents the coeffi ciell t, of Lhe n0111in ear term m 
the approximate differential equat ion for cp (e q. (6) ). 
The result of a number of previous inve tigation of 
Ll'an ooic-11ow t heory have bcen prcsented in term of t he 
quantitie ~o and ~ defined in equation ( 7) and ( ) 
1-M2 
~= - [U ok(tjc)F/3 
The relation between Lh e L\\-o eL of quantit ic 
byequatio ll ( 7) and (90) 
ii - I ~= '72/ 3 
.4 .6 
x/ c 
lew RE 31.- Cho rd\\'i se variaLion of 'illY for \'a riou r, s hock ",aYe at 
lrailing edge. 
Pressure distribution .- In many applicatio ns, Lhe quantity 
of prime interest i the pre lire di tribu tion rather t han th 
veloc i ty 01' :\Iach numbcr el i tl'ibution. Because of the 
imple relation bctwcen the prc m e eocffiei nt and the 
per turbation ycloeity provided by equation (16), however, 
I 
--~ 
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it is a simple matter Lo determine the pre sure distribution 
once the velocity di tl'ibution is kno,vn; thus, 
(99) 
The laLLer expre ion for C71 ugge ts the introduction of a 
r eeluced pre sure cocfficien t 071 elefLl1eel by 
- (Uok) 1/3 ( U ) 
01)= (t/C)2/3 0 71=-2 "72/3 (100) 
~quation (1 0) may be reWl·itten in terms of ~o and ~ a 
follows: 
(101) 
Tb e foregoing result have been u ed to calculate Op for 
mmlerous ta,tion on the airfoil chord for variou ~o (or "7). 
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The results 0 obtained are presented in figure 33 in the form 
of chordwi e pre ure di tribution (071 vs. x/c) for variou 
~o . Thi figure is pre nLe 1 in three part : Part (a) con tain 
the results for ubcritical M ach number, part (b) for slightly 
supercritical Mach numbers for which the hock wave stand 
on the air-foil mface, and part (c) for till larger Mach num-
ber for which the shock wave i at the trailing edge. 
The same l'e ults are pre ented in another manner in figure 
34 in wbich the variation of 071 with ~o i plotted for variou 
stations x/c along the airfoil chord. This form of presenta-
tion i th counterpar t, in terms of reduced quantitie , of the 
plot commonly found in many experimental inve tigation 
showing the variation of pres ure coefficient ('71 with free-
tream Mach number 110 at pre cribed point on the smface 
of winO' and bodie. The corresponding curves given by 
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linear th eory arc hown in fi gure 34 by cl otted lines. The e r7 
\ curve arc computed u ing th e equ ation G =- [1+(~-~ In x _J (102) 
PL 7r - ~ o 2 c) c-x 
obtained by direct ub titu t iOtl of equations ( 7) and (100) 
into equation ( 5) . It can be een that th e pre ont l'cRults 
-- Present theory 
--- -- Lineor theory 
6 
'=2---- - -
-- 1[\ ----
and those of linear theory arc in good agreement for value -5 
~.9 
vrl of ~ o considerably less th an zero. F or ~ o ncar to zero, how-ever, tIl(' pre en t result display a beh avior completely dif-fe rent from that indicated by lineal' theory. Thi i as it 
should be since it is well known that linear theory i totally -4 I ---~ ~ inadequa te for the analy i of steady two-dimen io nal flows abou t air-foil when th e NIach number approach es unity, 0 1', in the prcsC11t no tation, wh en ~ o apPl'oache zero . 
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F IGURE 34.- Va ria Lion of C." wiLh ~ o for variou X/c . 
I n order to provide fur ther information regarding th e sig-
nificance of the indicated variation of ('11 with ~ o , lines of 
con tan t ~ h ave al 0 been included in figure 34. Tue local 
elocities are subsonic if ~ i negative and are upc)' onic if ~ 
i positive. The M ach numb er freeze i indi at ed in figure 
34 by the curve repre enting th e variation of Op with ~ o a t a 
give n ta tion x/c be oming parallel to a line of con tant ~ . 
I t can be een from thi figure that uch behavior occurs a t all 
Lation on th e airJoil for ~o near zero. 
Pressure drag.- The foregoing p aragraph have been 
concern ed with th e determination of pre m e di tribu tion 
on thin nonlifting ci.rcular-arc airfoil section. Once the e 
re lil t are k nown, it i a imple m atter to determin e the 
ec tion pre m e drag coeffi cient Cd 
d 2lc dZu Cd=-- = - Op - dx 
POU 2 C 0 dx 
'2 oC 
(1 03) 
---- -----
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It is conn'nient at thi point Lo introduce a reduced eelion 
drag coefficient ~ defined in terms of reduced quanlili s, 
thll 
-c =~J: c -0 d(ZJ:r) .17-a P ---- (bX 
C 0 eLx (104) 
It i clear from the definilion of ('p, T, Z, and x lhat the 
relation between Cd and ~ i 
(105) 
It sllOulcl 1)1' remarked that ome additional errOl' i incurred 
in the present calculaLion of drag because the pre smes arc 
large and 0 ly poorly determined in the vicinity of the lead-
ing and tra iling edges. 
Th e variation of ~ with ~o ha been compu led and the 
result are hown in figure 35. It can be een that ~ is 
zero for ~o Ie s than -1.41 ( olTe ponding to the critical 
Mach number). The rapid l'i e of ~ as ~o i incl'ea ed be-
yond the critical is a ociated wi th lhe rearward movement 
of Lhe shock and terminate abrupLly when the ho k reache 
the trailing edge at ~o= -0.825. The drag coefficient con-
tinue to increase lowly with further increase of ~ o although 
at a much reduced raLe; and, finally, at a value of ~o S0111e-
wha tIes than zero , ~ become invariant wi th fmther changes 
in ~o . Thi latter bebaYioI' is associated with the ::\ fach 
number fre eze, thu , 
( d. ~) _2fC(iC) d(Z /T) -- p u ax . cl~o ~.=O C 0 d~ o ~.=O ax 
=_i r C(d~ -1) cl(Z,jT) eli (106) 
cJo d~o e.=o rEi 
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il1ce th e .Yfaeh numbct' freeze C01'1'e ponds, in th e approxi-
mate Lheory Lo (d~/cl~o)~.-o= O, equaLion (106) may be 
simplific 1 to the foHowing form: 
where (ZU)LE and (Zu)rE l'del' to Lh e Ol'cli na te of the upper 
Ul'face at th e leading eclge and trailing edg , re pectively. 
ince boLh of the e quanti tic arc zero for the circular-arc 
airfoils LreaLed herein, it f lio\\' thaL 
(10 ) 
The corresponding results for ymmeLJ'icaI double-wedge 
profiles gi I-en in reference 17, 13, and 14 by Trilling, Gucler-
ley and Yosh ihara, and Vincenli and 'Wagoner, respectively, 
arc also shown in figUl' 35. Except for the value of C;; at 
~o=O, Lhc L\\'o sets of l'esuH bear only a qualitative l'esem-
blance. In some cases, the rca on for the difference i 
clear; ill other ca es, Lhe reasons arc more ob cme. An 
example of the formel' cOllcerns the result tbaL the drag of 
Lhe circular-arc section j ,' zero for ~o less than - 1.40 , 
whereas the drag of the double-wedge eetion l' mains fmite 
for all ~o. The latter behavior resulL from the fact that the 
critical l\1ach number i zero for the double-wedge ection. 
The rea ons for the pro no need difl'erenee in shape between 
the t,,'o curve for drag al, ubsonic speeds are not 0 clear. 
The immediate explanation is tha t the shock wave movefl 
rea rward acros the chord f the circular-arc airfoil at a more 
rapid rate than it docs with the double-wedge airfoiL For 
the circular-m'c airfoil , the shock ,,'aYe has moved to the 
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trailing edge \\-hen ~o equal -0. 25. Th is condition mark 
the nel of the rapid increa e in lracr. On the other hanel, 
T rilling' re uIls for the dOli ble-wedgc airfoil indicate that 
the hock wave do not reach the trailin cr cdge until the 
free- tream :Macb number is unity, 0 1' ~0=0. vVhether tbi 
difference is an actual property of the solutio n of tran oni 
mall-di turbance theory for the e two profiles, or the re ul t 
of implifying as umptions introduced in either the prescnt 
analy i or that of Trilling remain an unans\\-ered question 
at tll pt'e ent time. 
R E ULTS I N TERMS OF PHYS I AL Q UANTITIES 
The pI' ceding ection ha ummarizecl the result of the 
pre ent calculation of the pre sure di tribution and drag of 
th in circular-arc airfoil in flow having free-stream 1Iach 
numbers up to u nity. These resulLs arc givc n in terms of 
the reduced parameters Cp , c,;, and ~o, which po ses the a 1-
vantage of conden ing the infot'maLion for all thickness ralio 
onto a ingle curve, but the el i ach-antage of being ome-
what complicated and unfamiliar. Consequen tly, it is the 
aim of t11 i celio n to re-exprr the e resul ts in term of the 
more com-entional quantities Op, Cd, M o, and tic. 
Critical Mach numb er. - J .. n a irfoil propet'ty that i alway 
of in tere tithe criticallIach num bel', U er. The variation 
of the critical hch number with thick ness ratio can be 
readily determined from the re ul t that ~eT= -1.108, thu , 
1-1\1e,2 
[Uok(tlc)j2/3 -lAO (109) 
In tlli and in the remainder of the di cu ion, it is a Limed 
wheneycr lhe results of numerical computation arc p t'e-
ented that Ie i a defined in eq uation (7) and that 'Y is 
equal Lo 1.1. Figure 36 how a plot of the re ults of the e 
cal ulalion together with the corresponding results ob-
1.00 
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}i'l(1lJRE 3G.- Variation of critical Mach numb r with thickn e 
for circular-arc airfoil. 
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tained u ing (a) lineal' theory and (b ) thin-airfoil theory for 
incompressible flow together with t il e Kanni1n-Tsien rule to 
account for Lhe e[fect of compres ibility. In both of the 
latter calculations, the variatioll of C Pe, with 1\ f o \Va d ter-
mine 1 u ing equation (23), as i customary in enginee l'ing 
p ractice. It can be een lhat Lhe presp,nL calculation incli-
cate that the critical 1Iach num] er i somewhat less than 
given by either lineal' theory or by the Karman-T ien meLhod. 
Thi i in acco rd wi th the re ults found when the mol' exact 
theol'ie are applied to thin airfoil . 
Pressure distribution.-The forecroing general r sulL have 
been applied to dete rmine the pres nre distribll tion on a 
4-pel'cent-thick cir cular-arc profile. The e re ult are 
p resented in two alLernative form in figu re 37 ancl38. The 
fir t of the e hows the hordwi e variation of ('1) for variou 
fr e- tream Mach numbers and illu trates the developmel1 t 
and rearward movement of the shock wave as the free-stream 
M ach number increa c beyond the critical. The econd 
fo rm show the variation of Cp with 1 Jo for clected po int 
xlc on the airfo il chord. Three et of auxiliary lines are 
al 0 hown; they arc (a) line of con tant local Nl ach number 
computed using equations (24) and (25) and (b) line howing 
the variation of P with 1\ f o at selected po ints on the airfoil 
chord computed u ing th in-airfoil theory for incompl'es ible 
flow togcth er \vi tl) the Ka rman-T ien rule. AL Mach m nu -
be l'S Ie s than the cri tical, it can be seen th at the pre lire 
coefficient at a given poinL on the airfoil mface varie wi th 
11ach number in a manner imilar to that predicted by th e 
Karman-T ien rule. It is al 0 apparent, as ,,-as pointed out 
earlier in conne tion wilh equations (22) an 1 (23 ) an 1 figu re 
2, that the value Lo be t.aken for the critical ~1ach numb r 
differs lightly depend ing on whethcr the lines of constant 
local Mach number arc computed by the pre ent approxi-
mation (eq. (24 )) or by the exact isentropic relation (eq. 
(25 )) . The irregular behavior of lhe pres me on lhe real' 
half of the airfoil at upercritical Mach numb [' i as ocialecl 
with the passage of l.he hock wave. At 11ach number Ileal' 
unily, a completely differen L behavior i evidenced in which 
the yalue of Op change wilh .1fo in such a manner that the 
local ~Iach number remain e enliaily constant. DirecL 
calculation ho,,-s that the pre enL theory implie the fol-
lo\\-ing approximate relalion for d('pldJfo at a free- Lream 
:\Iach number of unity.! 
Thi may bc compared wilh lhe exact relation gi \Tell by 
Vinc nti and IYagoner in reference 14 . 
( clOp) = 4 _ 2 ((' ) dJfo .1(0=1 'Y + 1 'Y + 1 p .\(0=1 (J ] 1) 
• It might be noted her tha t numerous ilH'estigators h.\\'e gi \'en t il appro, illl lte relat ion 
rather than that given in eq ua tion (110). As ind icated by the auxiliary equ" tions, the rela· 
tions for dC.ld.II. at ,\I. = J follow directl y from the particular defi nition of k. It is interesting 
to observe that the expression for k gh'en ill equation (7) prov ides the more accurate relation 
for (dC.ld.lf,) .lID-I , even though, as noted in connecti n with the di eu sion of quation (96), 
it pro\' ides tbe lesser accuracy in the determination of (d.lfILlf.}.\1 .-1· 
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FIGU RE 37.- Chordwi e \'ari aLion of C1> ror va rous free-st ream :V[ach numbers, 4- percenL-l hick circular-arc airfoil. 
Pressure drag.- The variation of the section pre m e drag 
coefficien t Cd with kIo has also been calcula ted for the 4-
pereent-thick circular-arc aU'foil and the 1'e ul ts are shown in 
figme 39. The general featurcs of thi curve are very 
similar to tho c discu ed previously in connection with the 
corre poncli g curve of figure 35 for the reduced quantities. 
The major point of difference concerns the lope of the curve 
at a Mach numbcr of unity. Thus, thc preceding eli cu ion 
ha disclo e that dCa/d~o is zero at a Mach number of unity; 
whereas figure 39 how that dc,t/diVIo is negative at kIo = 1. 
DU'ect ubstitution givcs the following valuc for this slope: 
(112) 
Vincenti and \Yagoner have shown in reference 14 tbat the 
exact relation for flo\\- abou t a closed a ir-foil is 
(113) 
The ncgative value of the slope givcn in equation (112) 
arise from Lhe fact that the quantity k whi h appears in all 
the rcduced parameter (Cd, ('p, ~ o, etc.) i a function of kIo. 
If, as Ul many oLher papers, k is equated to ('Y + l) / Uo and 
i thus independcnt of ]"10 , the value of Lhe lope i zero , 
thu 
(~) = 0 dMo M = 1 ' o (114) 
CO MPA1US O N W1 T H E XPE nIMENT 
Ina much as the rcsults d" cribed Ul thc prcceding s ction 
wcre calculated after making numerou simplification and 
approximations, not the least of which is the a sumption of 
inviscid flow, it i de u'able to include some comparison 
with experiment. Thi is par ticularly truc for the pre en t 
problem ince it i well kno wn that phenomcna, out ide the 
ope of potential theory, uch a eparation , boundary-layer 
shock-wave interaction , etc. are prominent featur of tran-
sonic flow about airfo ils. ",ince it i indicaLccl in thc pI' -
ceding discu sion that thc presen t re ult are in g neral 
accord with the proven Prandtl-Glaller L and Kurman-Tsien 
re ults in the subcritical M ach numbcr rano-c, the following 
remarks will be confi ned t thc supcrcritical rano-e. 
There are at lcast three papers available wh ich pre ent 
1'C ults of detailcd measurements of flow aL high sl lbsonic 
veloci tie abou t ymmetrieal circular-arc airfoil seclions, 
namely, rdcrrncc 33 by Liepmann , refercnce 34 by Liep-
mann , A hkena , and Cole, and refercnce 35 by Wood and 
Goodcrum. The firsL two f thcse are conccrned primarily 
wiLh boundary -layer shock-wave interaction an 1 contain 
tatemcnt casting doubt on the accuracy of the values in-
dicated for the frcc-strcam Mach number, a quantity of only 
sccondary inLere t in Lheu' inve tigation. In general, it 
appears that valuc givcn for ],,10 in the e Lwo paper are 
omewhat too great. The more rccent investigation of 
Wooel and Gooderum appear to be bcLter in thi particular 
and posse ses thc advantage of being made with an inter-
ferometer so that knowledge is gained about the entire flow 
I 
I 
. I 
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FIG RE 3 .-Variation of Cr> with Mo for variou values of x/c, 4-percent 
thick circular-arc airfoil. 
field. A disadvantage, however, i that the te t were made 
u in O' a 12-percent-thick model, which everely trains th 
a sumptions of tran onic small-disturbance theory. ever-
thole s, the comparisons will be made with the data of 
reference 35. 
The studies of Liepmann (ref. 33), Ackeret, F eldmann, and 
Rott (ref. 36), and others have shown that the boundary 
layer can have a profound influence on a transonic flow field. 
Thi immediately rai es a que tion regarding the usefulne 
of a potential-flow theory, uch as the present, which dis-
regard the boundary layer completely . In order to illustrate 
beeLer the nature of the e effect, two interferogram of the 
flow about 12-percent-thick circular-arc ail-foil are repro-
duced from reference 35 and hown in fiO'ure 40 . The free-
str am Mach number i O. ,and the R eynolds number based 
on the chord i 600,000 for both photograph . The condi-
tions for the two flows differ ill that the boundary layer i 
laminar in the flow pictured on the left and turbulent in 
that pictured on the right . The interferogram for the 
laminar case hows that the hock wave are of the X type 
and -that the flow separate near the midchord tation. 
"When the boundary layer j turbulent, however, it may be 
seen that th hock wave i of the imple single wave type, 
,024 
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/ .016 
/ 
/ .008 
,/' V 
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FIGURE 39.-Vari ation of Cd with 1'110 , 4-percent-thick ci rcular-arc 
ai rfoil. 
and that the extent of the region of epal'a ted flow i greatly 
dinlluished. From thi pair of photograph , it is apparent 
that two of the simplifying as ump tions introduced in the 
COlli' e of the pre ent analy i (i. e., (a) no flow separation 
occur and (b) the shock wave i a ingle normal wave) are 
in better accord with the phy ical phenomenon if the bound-
ary layer is turbulent ahead of the shock wave than if it is 
laminar. Figure 41 show experimental pre ure di tribu-
tion determined from the two interferogram of figure 40 
together with the c 1'1'e ponding theoreticalre ult. Becau e 
of difficulties in interpreting the interferogram , the experi-
mental pres ure distribution presented in reference 35 and 
r eproduced in figure 41 are terminated at the separation 
point. It can be can that the theoretical 1'e ults are in 
substantial agreement with the experimental data available 
for the portion of the ail'foil forward of the separation poin t. 
Although the experimental and theoretical pres ure li tri-
bution matched equally well for all the test data of r eference 
35, the degree of orre pondencc mu t be attributed, in part, 
to a fortunate cancellation of error ince individual com-
ponent involved in the perturbation analy is (e. g., the 
relation between wand dZjd::c, Cp and the pertUTbation 
velocity component , etc.) contain appreciable error when 
applied to uch a thick airfoil. Al though the corre ponding 
experimental values are not available for the pressure at 
tation aft of the eparation point, it is pre umed from other 
experimental data that the pre ure reach their maximum 
negative value in the vicinity of the eparation point and 
return toward the free- tream value at stations farther aft 
on the airfoil, rather than varying in the manner indicated 
by the calculaL d re ults. 
Before leaving thi topic, lhe following remark houlcl 
be made concerning experimental factor which may affect 
the e conclu ion. The fir t i that the author of reference 
35 do not con ider the data for the turbulent boundary 
layer to be a reliable a that for the laminar boundary 
l 
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(a) Lamina r bounciar.\· laycr. 
(b) Turbulc nl boundary layer. 
F I(Ot;RE -IO. - lnl e rfc rogJ"tLllls of Ao\\" about 12-percenl-lhick circu lar-arc 
a irfoil at a :,fach nUlllber of 0.8 and ~\ R eynolds numbC!" of GOO ,OOO. 
From r('[l' rc n c 35. 
layer. The rca on for this i that the method 1I cd to make 
the bounciar.'- layer turbulent (the upper half of the airfoil 
was mounted on a flat plate wh icl1 extended one chor I 
length fOlwanl of the leading edge of Lhe airfoil) produced 
uch a thick boun lar.\- layer that d ifficulties \\-ere encoul1 tered 
in co rrectly ('xtrapolating the lin(' of Ute interferograms to 
the airfoil su rface.5 The diiIerences in boundary-layer 
thickn('s arc clearly eviden t. in the interferograms shO"'n 
in figure 40. The econd stems from the fact thaL the te ts 
were cond ucted with a 12-percent-thick airfoil. ompari-
so n of theory and experiment for uch thick airfoils not 
only train the small-di tUl"bance as umpLions of the theory 
but also empha ize u ncl uly uch feature of the flo\\- a the 
CUl"va ture of Lhe shock waye and boun lary-layer eparation 
whi hare di regard cl compll'tely in Lhe theory. The third 
is con emed with the Jact that r esults of a recent flight 
investigation by Harrin (ref. 37) have hown thaL, at Rey-
nold number of the order of 20 ,000 ,000, there i very 
liLlle difl'erence in pressure distribuLion with laminar and 
lurbul nt boundary layers. In particular, it i found that 
Lhe A Lype shock and large region of separated flow commonly 
associated with laminar bOll dary layers do not occur. If 
thi resulL is ub tantiatecl by further experiment, it will 
be of particular significance in \I-ork lIch a the present 
where ome assumption ha to be macle about tbe nature 
of the shock ystem, and the assumplion thaL the shock 
wave is a ino'le wave leads to the greaLe t implifLcatioD. 
The principal di crepancy between calculated pre sure 
distribution and those mea lll"ed with a turbulenl boundary 
layer tem from Lhe fact lhat the hock II-aye meet the 
airfoil surface at a station f rth er forward lhan calculated . 
Th e interfC'l"ograms of fWLu'e 40 show that a sub tantial 
portion of th forward hift is due to a pronounced cu rvatme 
of the hock wave ncar the airfoil. This suggests a compari-
son of the calculat ed hocl- position with noL only the 
po ilion observed at th e airfoil surface hut al 0 at som e 
distance, say a half chorel length , away from Lh airfoil. 
Th e results of such a compariso n with the dala for turbulent 
boundary layers given in reference 35 are ho\\~n in figme 42. 
It can be seen that the calculated hock position vary \\~ith 
J[o in a manner which parallels the experimental result at 
z/c=0.5 but not those at the airfoil urface. It is almo t 
certain lhat the details of this phenomenon are gr atly 
influenced by separation and by interaction of the hock 
\I-a\-e and boundary layer, and are , hence, beyond the reach 
of separation-free potential theory for transonic flo\\. 
Since the pressu re grad ient D,nd hock st rength i.ncl"ea e with 
airfoil thickness , i.t migh t be presLU11ecl that these dreet would 
be greater for thick airfoils (han for thin airfoil. An indi-
cation of such a trend i fumishecl by the pressure-eli tribution 
data of G6ll1crt (ref. 3 ) for NACA 0006,0009, 0012, 0015, 
and 001 airfoils. Figure 4:~ show a plot of the variation 
\I-ith ~ o of th shock po ilion at the urface of each of tbe e 
airfoils. If the shock positions were changinO" in accord 
with the imilarity rules of tran onic flo\\~ theory, these 
result II'ould all fall on a single cu rve. It can be seen, 
110I\"e\er, that this is not tho case and that the shock move 
rearward across the chord at a lower rate for the thick 
airfoils than for the thin ones. It appear, therefore, that at 
be t, tbe calculated hock positions \I-ill only agrc with tho 0 
found experimentally for very thin airfoil. 
• Results are al~o !(iven in reference 35, although not for a 1[ach number of O. • in wbich 
the boundary J,lyer is made tW'bulent hy a wire stretched across tbe test sectiou oue chord 
lengtb ahead of the leading edge. When these results are plotted in tbe form showJl in figure 
39. they fall about half way between the calculated results and those obtained with the half 
model mount d on a plat~. 
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It i apparen t Lhat changes in the hock position will be 
accompanied, in many a e ,by ub tantial change in the 
pressure drag of Lhe airfoil . In particular, the forward shift 
of the hock notcd for the th ick airfoil will dimini h the 
region of high negative pressure on the rear of the ail'foil, 
Lhereby decrea ing the drag. These effects will, of cour e, 
be zero until th critical 1Iach number i exceeded, will 
mcrea e a Lhe hock move acros the airfoil , and may 
Jimini h so ewhat again a sonic frce-stream velocity i 
approached, since the acLual, as well a calculated, shock 
position then approaches the trailin O' edge. The e effects 
vould probably al ter the CUl've for the pre me drag of a 
thick airfoil so that it \\Tould appear somewhat like that 
illustrated in figur 44. 
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FIGU E H.- Presumed drag re ults for a thick airfoil. 
CO CL DING REMA RKS 
The foregoing results are encouraging in that they how 
that the introduction of a mall number of rough, although 
reasonable, a sumptions lead to a relatively imple method 
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for the calculation of pres ure di tribution on thin circular-
arc airfoil at all 11ach numbers up to unity. P el'hap the 
most important aspect of the pre ent work is the recognition 
of the quadratic Mture of the integral equation and the 
reLention of Lhis fea.ture in Lhe iteration olution. With tbe 
knowledge that acceptable resulLs can be obtained ·withou t 
excessive effort, it appears worthwhile to re-examine the 
approximate olution of the: equation with an eye toward 
improvement, or elimination, of tbe implifying assumption. 
Pro bably on e of the weake (, clemen ts of the presen t method 
i Lhe velocity-di tribution function introduced in equation 
(63), Thi particular function is u ed to deLermine tbe 
entire flow field but, actually, ooly in urcs that the velocity 
and velocity gradient have the correct value at the airfoil 
surface and that the velocity dimini he toward zero at 
infinity as 1/Z2. As can b(' seen by comparing the experi-
mental and calculated re ult shown in figure 45, tbi func-
tion succeed reasonably well for circular-arc airfoil. On 
th other hand , uch a imple function cannot be expected 
to give good re ults for all airfoil. For instance, the present 
velocity-distribution function cannot b e expected to provide 
good re ults for airfoil having flat UTfaces ovcr a ubstantial 
part of the chord (e. 0'., wedO'e airfoils, etc.) since it indicates 
no attenuation with di tan :e above an element of the au·foil 
where the radiu of UTvature of the urface is infinite. Gull-
trand (ref. 22) ha propo ed a different velocity-distribution 
function which satisfie one more Imown requu'ement, but 
it has not been e tabli hed a yet whetber or not it is suffi-
ciently general to cover all in ·eresting ea e 
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APPENDIX A 
PRJ CIPAL SYMBOLS 
peed of ound 
peed of ound in the free tream 
criLical peed of sound 
funcLion defined in equation (63) and (64) 
pre Ul'e coefficient, P- Po 
Po U 2 
2 0 
CUok) 1/ 3 
(t/C) 2/ 3 Op 
chord 
ection pre sure lrag coefficien t, _ _ d_ 
Po U 2 2 oC 
(Uok) 1/3 
(t/C)5 /3 Ca 
pre ure drag 
fun ction defined in quation (67 ) 
fun cLion defined in qua tion (71 ) 
fun ction defined in equations (72 ) and (73 ) 
fun ction lefined in equation (76 ) and (77 ) 
fun ction defined in equations (57) and (5 ) 
coeffi cient of nonlin ear term of differential equation 
for <p ( ee eqs. (7), (17), (1 ), and (21 ).) 
2uL-l 
wid tll of elem 11 L u ed in approximating the 
chol'dwi e velociLy distribuLion 
10cal:l\I ach number 
critical ::\1ach number 
free- Lream :l\Iach number 
inward normal to surface enclo ing R 
arbitrary point x, y, z 
Latic pres ure 
free-stream stati pre sure 
region of integration 
(x- Ir + (z-r)2 
(x- f)2+ (17 - 71 )2 + (Z_f)2 
smface of shock wave 
, . 
W lI1 CT emlspan 
maximlffil th i kn of profile 
free- trcam veloci Ly 
pel' tl! ['bation velocity components paraUel to 
'J', y, Z axc , respectively 
k 
(32 U 
k 
- v (33 
k 
(3:1 W 
_._-- --- ---
U, ii, W 
x 
x, y, z 
y 
z 
z 
z 
(3 
l' 
D. 
Po 
L: 
-
T 
-
<p 
a 
b 
cr 
L 
LE 
l 
1\10= 1 
P 
TE 
u 
TV 
CarLe ian velocity components on the Lwo sides of 
a hock wave, with U being parallel to the flow 
direction ahead of the shock 
~-x 
- b-
Carte ian coordinates where x extend ll1 the di-
rection of the free-stream velocity 
x 
(3y 
(3 z 
ordinate of wing profile 
kUoz (33 
1- 102 
ratio of specific beats, for air 1'= 1.4 
difference between value of quantity on the upper 
and low l' side of the xy plane 
variabl s of in tegration corresponding to X, 17 , Z 
1-M02 
[Uok(t/c)] 2/ 3 
I - M 2 
[Uok(t/c)] 2/ 3 
fr e- tream density oC air 
urface enclo i.ng volume R 
kUo t {Fe 
velocity potential 
perturbation velociLy potential 
k 
(32 <p 
1 0
2 (U2) 
r; 0~2 2 
ub cripl 
value ahead of hock wave 
valu behind shock wave 
condi ion a ociated with the ri tical Mach 
numb r 
,alue given by lin ar theory 
leading edge 
valu on the lower urface of wing 01' wake 
value al 1\110= 1 
value at arbitrary point P 
value along hock wave 
trailing edge 
values on the upper urface of 'Ylng or wake 
value at the wing urface 
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APPENDIX B 
DISCUSSION OF CERTAI PROPERTIES OF THE Q AD RATI ITER ATIO METHOD 
I THODUCTIQ 
The p resent 1'e ulls arc obtained u ing an iteration pJ'occss 
which cliffe from Lhat o f prcyious worker in Lh at th e 
quadraLic nature of Lh c inLegral equaLion i r ecognized and 
retained t11 roughou t the analy is. Thi appendi.--;: is con -
cemed wi III an i nvc tigaLion of c rtain propcrti of Lhe 
Lwo m elh ods and a eli cu ion of Lh e applicability of each 
m Lhod Lo transonic-flow problems. Certain oth er problem 
will be a\' oided by co nfining attention to ymmetrical non-
lifting \\~ ings with 'ufficienlly mootll entrie at leading and 
Ll'ailing eclO'e that Lhere arc no LagnaLion points . :Mcthods 
of h andling tagnat ion point ar c eli cussed in reference 39 
and 40. 
The fl.llHlamenLal relations for Lh e follo \\'ing cli Cli sion, 
equation (41) an 1 (43), can b e wTillen in Lhe followinO' more 
abbreviated form 
(Bl ) 
(B2) 
where I I a nd 12 refe r to th e integral oyer Rand S in equa-
tions (4 1) :lI1d (43), 1'e pectiycly, and UL is tll lin ar- t11 eory 
oluLion g i\'en by equaLion (42 ). As is eyident from the 
de1'iyation in the text, equations (Bl ) and (B2) a rc totally 
equiyalenL since Lh e laLtcr i derived hom th e forme!' by 
partial intc'grat ion such that 
(B3) 
k ince meUlOds for iI1YCl'Ling, 01' oh' ing, nonlinear in tegral 
equations such as equaLions (Bl) a nd (B2) arc no t k nown , 
Lh e presen I, a naly i , in common \I~ith many pl'eyiou a naly-
ses, ecks an approximate olution by iLeralion . These 
methods p roceed , in general, by substiLuting a known 
function for 11, in to Lh e in tegral , inLegratinO', and solving lhe 
resulting 19cbraic equation for a new approximation for u, 
\\'hich is in turn u b titll ted in to the in tegral ,eLc. The 
procedlJJ'e cmployed in th e present analysis differ from th al 
l raditionally cmployed in that it i ba cd on equat ion (B2) 
raLber than equation (Bl ). The most ob \'ioll s dif1'erence 
between Lhe two procedure is that th e algebraic cquaLion to 
solv e fol' Ihe n ew u i linear in tbe traditional analy i and 
quach'aLic in the presen t analysi. Although olu tions of 
eCj u at ions (Bl ) and (B2) must actually b e identical, it i 
hown in l quation (91 ) Lhrough (94) that thi i noL always 
th e case for the re ult indicated by a parLially completed 
iteration alculation. Since tb e linear iteration method i 
accep ted universally for purely subsonic flow, and by orne 
for mixecl flo 'w , i t i imporlant tbaL we examin e th e r elation 
beb\'een the re ult of th e two procedure in greater detail. 
40 
SHOCK.FREE FLOW 
h oek-free flo\\' will b e considered fir t. The in tegrals I I 
and 12 ar c thell simply 
(B4) 
(B5) 
fl,llcl \\~ill he designated I I0ij}) and I 2 (fi}) to eflll attention to 
the facL th at they ill\'oh Te th t' qUfl re of U. The linear-theory 
olulion UL h as th e form 
(B6) 
where al i a kno\\' n fun ction. Both the lineal' and quadrat ic 
iteration proceclUl'es can be' tarted hy letting U=O and desig-
nating this app roximalion by uo. 
The re lilts for ucces i '0 iteration step II ing the lin ear 
iteration method arc detel'lnined hy soh~ing 
(B7) 
In thi way \\~e ohtain 
\\~here a,,=an(X, y, z) ar(' fun clio ns of the \\~ing o·eom etr.v, 
and ulLil11atel.\~ Lherefor of al ' This procedure ha lhe 
inter e Ling property th aL one and onl\' on e addi tional term 
in the pOlVer sc ries expan sion for u is determined in it final 
form wilh each iteration s tep. That i 
(B9) 
Xote lhaL a ingle C'xpre ion i obtained for all :\Iach num-
her ancl thic);;:ness ratios , and thaL the magnitude of the e 
param eLers arc r efl ected olely ill the value for T. Th e 
principal question concern the range of convergence of th e 
serie. I t is evident that Lhe cries cann ot continu Lo con-
verge a 1\10 approaches llni t,v b ccall e T a pproach infinit,v, 
but the precise bound on the radius of co nvergence i difficult 
to e tahJi h at this point . 
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The re ult for succe ive iteration step using the quad-
ratic method are determined by solving 
Thu 
where 
and 
un+l= l ± 1-2uL +I2(u n 2) 
=l±-b Xn 
X,,<l 
(BI0) 
(Bll ) 
if U,,+I is to remain reaL The minus ign i associated with 
local velocities that are ub onic and the plu sign with those 
that are super onic_ This result can b e made more nearly 
comparable with the power series repre entation provided 
by the linear iteration method by expanding the radical of 
equation (Bll) under the a ump tion that IXnl< l, whereby 
we obtain 
Consider fir t purely subsonic flow. Then successive 
iterations yield the following r esults 
Uo=O 
UI =UL+ 0CUL2) = alT + 0(7'2) 
- - - 12CUI2)+uL2+0(- 3)_ - I r;;; 2)+0r;;; 3) U2-UL-- 2- '"2 UL -UL- 1\Un \UL 
where the an have the arne values a in equation (B ). 
This series and that given by equation (B ) arc the arne 
since they can be made to agree to any arbitrary number of 
term _ T hu the two methods lead to the same result for 
purely ub onic flow. 'iiVhereas there is some doubt about 
the range of convergence of equation (B ), it i clear that 
equation (B13) only applie to purely ubsonic flow. This 
is evident, fu'st of all, from the use of tbe minus sign in equa-
tion (Bll) . Moreover, ince the series only converges for 
IXnl<l, the large t valu for u which can be represented by 
equation (B13) is unity. ince U equals unity when the local 
velocity is sonic, this result can b e interpreted as indicating 
that equation (B8) converge for purely subsonic flow, but 
diverges for mixed flow_ 
There also e)..'ists a range in which the expre ion given in 
equation (B12) applies using the plus ign for certain region 
of the flow field. The resul ting serie e)..-pan ion for u, how-
ever, doe not lead to that given by equation (B ) or (B13), 
inasmuch as the fiT t term is independent of T. 
FLOW WITH SHOCK WAVES 
Although many of the general notion de crib cd for shock-
free flow arTY over into the analy is of tran onic £lows with 
shock waves, certain changes mu t b introduced. It is 
elear, for instance, that the linear iteration method cannot 
be used with the starting u distribution taken as zero or UL, 
becan e th n equation (B ) would be reproduced and no 
Ii continuities or hock waves would ever appear. On the 
other hand, it might cern reasonable to suppose that a 
successful iteration calculation could be accompli hed u ing 
a starting u distribution containing a hock wave and e ti-
mated to be do e to the correct olution. This is, in fact, 
what is done in the pre ent analy is, but u ing the quadratic, 
rather than linear, iteration method. Although, a shown 
in the preceding ection, there i no essential difference be-
twe n the result of the two iteration method in the sub-
critical range, the quadratic method emerges as definitely 
uperior when the free-stream Mach number approaches 
unity. Its decisive advantage lies in the fact Lhat small 
eITor in the estimated u distribution I ad only to finite errors 
in the calculated u as Mo approaches unity, whereas infinite 
errors can re ult from the calculations performed by the 
linear iteration method_ The means by which small error 
can be magnified in the linear iteration proces can be een 
by examining equation (Bl) together with the definition of 
u and UL-
Thu equation (B 1) can be rewritten as follows: 
where 
ow, a M o approaches unity, U remains finite but UL ap-
proaches infinity. The largest value of UL are attained on 
the airfoil surface where UL approache infinity as 1/{3 in 
two-dimen ional flow and In {3 in three-limensional flow. 
Thi means, in the linear iteration methocl, that the desired 
olution U mu t be determined from the small difference be-
tween two larO"e number _ ince I I i only evaluated ap-
proximately in an iteration method by ub tituting a function 
for U which differ from the exact function by a finite amount, 
it i apparent that very large or infinite error may re ult a 
Mo appro ache unity. On the other hand, equation (B2), 
which i u ed in the quadratic iteration method, can be 
rewritten a follow 
where 
N ow in thi ca e the erm containing UL become indefinitely 
mall compared with u 2 as the 1Iach number approache 
unity, and only finite errors result when an approximation 
is substituted for U in 12 , 
____ ___ • .L ___ __ • __ ~ _~ 
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